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Introduction

Copyright law was developed to encourage creativity, one, by protecting the interest of the author or owner of the copyrightable work. The protection given by copyright law is expressed through entrusting the author or the owner of copyrightable work the exclusive right of reproduction, sale, rent, transfer, and other communication of the work to the public.

However, protecting the interest of the owner of the copyrightable work is not the only purpose of the copyright law. Copyright law has to also take in to account the interest of the society at large. That means the copyright law has to allow some access to and use of information of the copyrighted works. Thus, to balance between the interest of owner of the copyrighted work and the public, the copyright law provides exceptions. Education is the important exception that sides with the interest of the public.

But, in the name of exceptions, the users of the copyrighted works should not be made to free ride and affect the interest of the copyright owner. So, something has to be done to limit free riders. That means an exception to an exception is necessary. In this regard, the concept that is used to balance the interest of the society and the copyright owner is known as fair practice.

This paper only focuses on the standard fair practice as it is applied to education exception provided under copyright proclamation No.410/2004 of Ethiopia. International copyright conventions are also looked from such perspective. In this regard, the paper gives emphasis on the standards that help to identify whether a certain practice is fair or not.

Therefore, to realize the above objectives, this paper is divided in to six chapters. The first chapter is on the general background to the research. The second chapter is on the general background concepts on copyright. Here the historical background of copyright at international level and the general concepts of copyright are addressed.
The third chapter is on the concept of fair practice. This chapter explains fair practice. Its rationale is also treated. It also compares between legal traditions of the world in relation to fair practice. New technologies and challenges in light of fair practice are also given part in this chapter.

Chapter four is wholly devoted to fair practice under international copyright conventions. And chapter five, the main chapter, is on fair practice under copyright law of Ethiopia with a specific focus on education. Finally, conclusion and important recommendations are given.
Chapter one: General background to the research

1.1. Background of the study

Copyright means a property right that subsists in a certain specified type of works.¹ These specified type of works in which copyright subsists are original literary works, films and sound recordings.

The owner of copyright subsisting in a work has the exclusive right to do certain acts in relation to the copyrighted work. These acts are making a copy, broadcasting or selling copies to the public.²

The owner of a copyright has a control over the work.³ That means it is only the owner of the copyrighted work who is entitled to exploit the work, either by making copies or by authorizing others to do these things in return for payment. This implies that other persons, unless authorized by the owner, are restricted by the copyright law from doing acts like making copy, broadcasting or selling copies to the public. If any person performs such acts without the permission or license of the copyright owner, the latter has remedies like injunction and claim for damage by suing for infringement of his/her copyright.⁴

Even if the one of the purposes of copyright law is to protect the interest of the copyright owner, but it should not ensure the owner of copyright the maximum economic benefit. Rather, the copyright law balances between the interest of copyright owner to obtain a

---

³ David Bainbridge, note 1.
fair return and society’s interest in access to and use of information. As a result, the copyright law does not only provide exclusive right to the copyright owner, but also exceptions to the exclusive right and allow the use of copyrighted work by third parties in certain circumstances. One of the main area in which copyright exception would be permissible is education.5

Such exceptions by themselves do have their own limits. These exceptions and limits to the exceptions are generally guided by a doctrine known as “fair use”6, and “fair dealing”7, and fair practice8 in USA, UK, and Ethiopian legal systems, respectively.

The title of the research paper is “Fair Practice under Copyright Law of Ethiopia: the Case of Education”. The research paper dwells much on the standard fair practice with a specific focus on education. It tries to give not the exact definition but some explanations for fair practice standard, how it is introduced in the copyright law of Ethiopia and how it works with the cases of education, compares with the known legal systems, and shows the gap under our legal system.

International copyright instruments, mainly the TRIPS provisions, are also be examined particularly those provisions of the TRIPS relevant to fair practice. It states also what it means for Ethiopia as an acceding country to the WTO (World Trade Organization). The fair practice provisions of international copyright instruments are also compared with Ethiopian. In addition, the concept of fair practice and new technologies and new challenges to the concept are also included in the paper.

In this paper the researcher uses fair practice as a standard to balance the interest of the copyright owner and the public interest in access to information and creative works. So, fair practice can be used as a standard in the process of protecting the two interests.

5 Copyright and Neighboring Rights Protection Proclamation, No.410/2004, Article 11.
7 David Bainbridge, note 1, p. 170.
8 Supra note 5, Articles 10 and 11.
Thus, the main theme of the paper is on standards which help to understand and apply fair practice in cases of education. So the paper recommends standards to avoid confusions in the area and to make easy for the interpreting organ or judges in applying fair practice in cases of education.

1.2. Statement of the problem

The standard of fair practice is provided to limit the exclusive right of the copyright owner and also other third parties in using exceptions to the exclusive right of the copyright owner. Education is the known exception to the exclusive right of the owner. However, there are problems with regard to the definition and application of the standard fair practice. Primarily, it is difficult to differentiate what practice is fair and what are not. In most legal systems, including our (Ethiopia), fair practice is left to be defined by judges. But it is not an easy task as such to be defined by them. It should not totally be left to them. It might end up in inconsistent application of it.

And to apply the standard for each exception to the exclusive right of the copyright owner, certain substantive standards (elements that constitute part of the standard) are needed. These standards are important to apply and interpret the fair practice to each exception and practical cases. Since the focus of this paper is the application of fair practice specific to educational exception, general as well as specific standards are absent in Ethiopian copyright system.

In addition, the copyright law has to strike a balance between the interest of the copyright owner and the interest of the society through the standard of fair practice. How can the standard of fair practice strike a balance between the two interests is the big question that needs to be addressed particularly in education.
The Ethiopian Copyright Proclamation No.410/2004 provides the standard of fair practice even if not for all exceptions to the exclusive right of the copyright owner. The fair practice standard is provided by the Proclamation under article 11 for educational exception (for the purpose of teaching). And this proclamation neither defined the standard fair practice nor provided the contents of the standard in condensed form in order to apply for cases brought before court.

Some people may think that reproducing the copyrighted work of another, if it is for the purpose of education, is permitted without limit. If it is so, what is the importance of including the phrase “fair practice” in article 11 of the Proclamation?

So, the paper mainly addresses the problem relating to our legal system by comparing or adopting the solutions from other countries legal system that developed the standards for the fair practice in applying for cases before court. The paper does not really define but explain the standard of fair practice, the rationale for it, and recommends some standards (guidelines) to ease the application of it for each case brought before court.

The difficulties encountered by the Ethiopian judges in applying the concept of fair practice for cases brought before them are also covered by the paper. In US legal system general standards in applying the “fair use” doctrine are provided by law to make easy the task of judges. But, we do not have such standards. Therefore, the paper recommends solutions on such gaps.

Furthermore, internationally, what is fair practice in one country may not be the same in another country? Especially, concerning new technologies like internet which makes the access to information easy to the peoples of the globe required some conventions. The copyright law of Ethiopia also is looked from the perspective of such international copyright conventions. Whether the copyright law of Ethiopia gives much protection than the minimum standards of international copyright conventions is addressed.
Finally, new challenges are coming with new technologies that affect the application of the concept of fair practice. The copyright law of Ethiopia does not provide for any thing concerning such new challenges. The paper also says something on such gaps.

1.3. Objective of the study

Primarily, the paper tries to explain the standard of fair practice. The standard of fair practice by itself is vague and needs certain clarification. In line with it the reasons for having the standard of fair practice in the copyright law are also treated.

But, the main objective of the study is to show the importance of standards in applying fair practice, particularly for the case of education and find out some standards that help to decide each case brought before Ethiopian courts. Countries which have developed their legal system relating to the concept are referred to recommend appropriate solutions for Ethiopia.

The writer of this paper chooses the specific exception, education, because of the following reasons:
- since education is the basic policy of our country;
- since it is very difficult to differentiate what uses are infringing and what are not in case of education: and
- since enough research on this area is not done.

So, the paper shows the gaps relating to the standard of fair practice under Ethiopian copyright law by comparing with other legal systems, international conventions, new technologies and new challenges and then recommends solutions.
1.4. **Significance of the study**

The paper recommends important standards that help to apply the fair practice for each case brought before court. The judges of Ethiopian courts can refer to such standards and easily handle the copyright cases brought before them.

The paper is also important for the law making organ to amend the copyright proclamation in force by showing the gaps concerning the standard fair practice in cases of education. The fair practice standard is not provided for all exceptions to the exclusive right of owner under the copyright proclamation in force. Even the definition and standards in using fair practice for each case by the court are not provided in any law. The proclamation also does not consider new technologies like internet and new challenges relating to it. Therefore, the paper shows such gaps and recommend appropriate solutions to the appropriate organ.

In addition, the paper also contributes to endeavor the committee under the Ministry of Trade and Industry which facilitate the accession process of Ethiopia towards WTO concerning the standard fair practice by looking at the copyright proclamation of Ethiopia from the perspective of TRIPS Agreement.

1.5. **Research methodology**

Both primary and secondary data are referred to do the research paper. The Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights proclamation No.410/2004 is the main legislation since it is the governing copyright law. International copyright conventions relating to the topic of research are also considered. Books, journals and internet are important sources.

Interviews are conducted with judge of Federal court and with selected individuals. And decided cases are not considered to supplement the arguments since related cases are not appearing before court.
Some 210 questionnaires to higher institution teachers and students in Addis Ababa are administered. These methodologies show clearly the research problem and so that the researcher is enabled to recommend appropriate solutions.

Table I. Table to show the rate of questionnaire distribution (sample size)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Addis Ababa University</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Civil Service College</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>St. Mary University College</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alpha University College</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unity University College</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Admass University College</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Queen’s University College</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data collected show how fair practice is implemented in higher educational institutions situated in Addis Ababa: both private and public. To assess the application of fair practice in these institutions, as it is stated in the above, 210 questionnaires are distributed to 7 selected higher institutions. Out of these questionnaires 184 are collected, which amounts to almost 88%.

1.6. Scope and Limitations of the Study

The scope of the paper is only limited to the standard of fair practice, not the whole copyright. And it does not deal with fair practice for all issues of copyright, only to the cases of education. From this it focuses on higher education in Addis Ababa. The questionnaires are distributed to selected higher education institutions situated in Addis Ababa.
And the thesis will not compare the legal systems of all countries of the world. It is limited to some exemplary countries.

There are limitations to the research paper. To state some of them, it has been said that defining the standard of fair practice is not an easy task. Because of the nature of the phrase by itself, its definition will not be given word by word in single line. And, very specific and exhaustive standards for the application of the standard of fair practice in cases of education may not also be given. Rather general and illustrative standard will be given.
Chapter two: Background concepts on copyright

2.1. Origin and Historical development of copyright

Historically, copyright law is a recent development internationally compared to other developments. In ancient times, at the beginning of civilization, the economic right of the author was not protected and there had been persons who profited from the work of others. The emphasis was on moral rights of the author. In such times, two factors limited the protection of literary works. First, before fifteenth century, majority of books were religious, written by monks and plagiarism of them were impossible since they require massive human labor and skill to produce such works. Second, the illiteracy of a large population did not create a market for books.

Two inventions in the late fifteenth century: the invention of type writer in 1455 and the development of printing press in 1478 changed history and contributed for the development of copyright. The invention of the art of printing (in time of the first copying industry) was the first situation that gave rise to the need for copyright legislation. But, the concept in which the author should have an exclusive copyright got its firm shape at the beginning of the eighteenth century when the statute of Anne was enacted in England in 1710.

England pioneered the true copyright law in the copyright history of the world. With the development of art of printing, multiplying copies became easy and its profitability increased. Henry VIII of England banned importation of books into England in order to restrict and control the printing of religious and political books. But, a system of

---

9 Corpus Juris Secundum, Copyright and Literary Rights (1939), Vol. 18, P. 161.
11 Ibid.
12 Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1.
14 Corpus Juris Secundum note 1.
privileges was created by the Act of 1529 and stationers’ company was empowered to control printing.\textsuperscript{15}

This was the earliest form of copyright protection in which the modern copyright laws grow from. The Act of 1529 prohibits printing unless the book was first licensed and registered by the stationers’ company (the forefather of the modern publisher). The purpose of the Act was censorship, not for the protection of authors or publishers. This Act was expired by the year 1694 and such form of protection was replaced by the new legislation which was called the statute of Anne. This statute was considered to be the first true copyright law in copyright history of the world.\textsuperscript{16}

The statute of Anne grants the sole right and liberty of printing books to the authors and their assignees. Even though, the author ought to have some protection over his work before it was published, the Act did not cover it.\textsuperscript{17} In 1790, United States of America congress copied the statute of Anne and so there existed the similarity between copyright law of the UK and the U.S.A.\textsuperscript{18}

Since 1710 attempt was made to limit as well as to create copyright protection.\textsuperscript{19} And then the scope of copyright was gradually increased to include other works.\textsuperscript{20}

The legal protection to publishers and the challenges by authors showed the important commercial distinction between authors and publishers in 18\textsuperscript{th} c. The author had some legal rights prior to publication even though they were not clearly defined. The publisher

\textsuperscript{15} David Bainbridge, note 2.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid
\textsuperscript{17} W.R. Cornish, note 5, p. 295.
\textsuperscript{18} David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 34.
\textsuperscript{20} David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 34.
gained publication right after publication. Such distinction existed until recently with some changes.\(^21\)

The American copyright law came to distinguish between the right of an author to his unpublished creations and the statutory copyright that might be secured upon publication. The right of an author to his unpublished creations was recognized as “common law” right of an author and accordingly the author had a perpetual right to his creation until recently. And the author had the right to decide when and how to publish the work. If it is published, the common law rights of the author terminate upon publication and then the statutory right of the author takes the place.\(^22\)

Although the common-law copyright existed independently from statutes of copyrights, it has been recognized for a long time in the express provision of the copyright acts in United Stated of America.\(^23\) But, the copyright act of 1976 altered the distinction between common-law right of an author to his unpublished works and the statutory copyright up on publication in order to avoid confusion and dual protection to issues of copyright; and the line of demarcation was shifted from the moment of publication to the moment of fixation of the work.\(^24\)

The 1976 Act protects the author as soon as his work is recorded in some concrete way and it protects all expressions up on fixation in a tangible medium.\(^25\)

In England, the common law copyright is abrogated in 1911 and all rights are included under the statute and are claimed from it and there is no intention to deprive the owner of property of an intellectual production from the fruits of his intellectual productions.\(^26\)

---

\(^{21}\) Arthur R. Miller, note 11, P. 286.

\(^{22}\) Ibid

\(^{23}\) Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 138.

\(^{24}\) Arthur R. Miller, note 11, p. 287.

\(^{25}\) Ibid

\(^{26}\) Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 139.
Limiting the right of author was expressed in the first true copyright law –statute of Anne in 1709. The perpetual copyright that exist at common law for unpublished works was replaced with time limitation for published works by the statute of Anne. Since then, in practice, judges further limited the right of authors by permitting some copying by the reason of “fair dealing”. Then the “fair dealing” concept was codified by the parliament in 1911. As a result an attempt was made to reconcile the dual purpose of statute of Anne as recognized by courts: rewarding author, and stimulating other authors to produce for the benefit of society.  

Then the American judges learn from English precedent and developed the concept of “fair use”, which is the counter part of England’s “fair dealing”. 

Like in common law countries of England and U.S.A, as it is stated in the above, the development of printing press demanded also copyright law in civil law countries, such as France. And the historical development of copyright in these countries was not as such different, substantively, from those countries discussed in the above. However, historically and now also, the French copyright law is known with the approach that is associated with author’s right.

Even though the French copyright approach is associated with author’s rights, some observers testify that copyright in France was the least protected of all property rights since they were enforced by balancing with the public domain and social welfare.

The jurisprudence of copyright in French in the middle of nineteenth century was considered in terms of rights of personality. But, until the beginning of twentieth century,

---

28 Ibid
29 An Economic History of Copyright in Europe and the Untied States, http://eh.net/encyclopedia/article/khan.compyright.accessed on June 18, 2009
30 Ibid
31 Ibid
the moral right of author was not incorporated in the law. Since then, the subsequent copyright laws recognize moral rights of the author.32

2.2. General concepts of copyright

“Copy” means, in ordinary sense of the word, “[a] reproduction of a part or whole of a thing; it implies or requires identity (i.e. must be substantially identical, cannot be said that a copy must be an absolute duplicate in every detail; some discrepancies may exist. It is a completed reproduction; a document which is taken or written from another as opposed to an original; a reproduction or duplication of a thing; a reproduction or imitation, as of a writing, printing, drawing, painting, or other work of arts, so as to have another or others similar to the original; something other than the original; a transcript from an original; a writing like another writing; that which comes so near to the original as to give to every person seeing it the idea created by the original; any single book or sets of books containing a composition resembling the original work; one of a set or number of reproductions or imitations containing the same matter, having the same form and appearance, or executed in the same style”.33

Copyright means the right to make copy of a work exclusively belongs to the owner.34 Others, unless otherwise authorized by the owner, are excluded from reproduction of a work partly or in whole; they cannot take substantially from the original so that it gives identical idea to the people seeing it. It is the right of preventing all others from printing or otherwise multiplying copies, of publishing, and vending of intellectual production.35

The exclusive right, such as the reproduction right, the derivative work right, the distribution right, the performance right, the display right and the digital transmission performance right, is exercised by the owner.36 The exclusive right to make copy is enjoyed by the owner as it is provided in the statutory provisions. A copyright law given

32 Ibid
33 Corpus Juris Secundem, note 1.
35 Corpus Juris Secundem, note 1.
36 Arthur R. Miller, note 11, p. 323.
by the government grants to the owner of an intellectual production the exclusive use and enjoyment of it to the extent specified in the law.\(^{37}\)

In line with the above, Black’s Law Dictionary defines copyright as:

“[t]he right of literary property as recognized and sanctioned by positive law. An intangible, incorporeal right granted by statute to the author or originator of certain literary or artistic productions, where by he is invested, for a specified period, with the sole and exclusive privilege of multiplying copies of the same and publishing and selling them.”\(^{38}\)

Thus, copyright means an intangible, incorporeal property right granted by the law to the owner of the specified types of works like literary or artistic works.\(^{39}\) One nature of copyright is that it is intangible, incorporeal right in which the right totally disconnected and independent from any material substance, such as the manuscript or the plate used for printing, sale or other transfer.\(^{40}\)

In addition, a copyright is a statutory grant or a grant by law to the owner to have a complete monopoly over the copyrighted work.\(^{41}\) The copyright law grants protection to the owner of his right in relation to the work.

A copyright may be obtained only for a work falling with in the copyright law enumeration or description. According to the common law understanding, copyright is a new or independent right granted by the law; it is not a pre-existing right. The rights are as only the law confers and such rights can be enjoyed and obtained only with respect to the subject, by the persons on the terms and conditions specified in the copyright law.\(^{42}\)

---

\(^{37}\) Corpus Juris Secundem, note 1.

\(^{38}\) Black’s Law Dictionary, 6\(^{th}\) Ed.

\(^{39}\) David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 29.

\(^{40}\) Corpus Juris Secundem, note 1.


\(^{42}\) Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 165.
A “work” can be said in case of copyright, as the ordered expression of thought.\(^{43}\)

Furthermore, copyright protection subsists in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression. In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, and system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery.\(^{44}\) One important feature of copyright law is that it does not protect ideas, rather protects the expression of an idea.

The copyright law may require the work to have some tangible form. This means the copyright law requires the work to be fixed. The works of authorship or the specified types of works in which copyright protection subsists include original literary works, musical works (including any accompanying words), dramatic works (including any accompanying music), pantomimes and choreographic works, pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works, motion pictures and other audiovisual works, and sound recordings.\(^{45}\)

A work, in order to be protected by copyright law, it has to be original. The word “original” in ordinary dictionary meaning has no place in cases of copyright.\(^{46}\) And by contrast to a patent, a work of originality need not be novel.\(^{47}\) Originality in case of copyright is to imply that the copyright owner originated the work.\(^{48}\)

A work must be original to be copyrighted is in the sense that the author has created it by his own skill, labor, and judgment without directly copying or evasively imitating the work of another.\(^{49}\) The author can claim copyright as long as he created the work; even if

\(^{43}\) David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 36.
\(^{44}\) Black’s Law Dictionary, note 30.
\(^{45}\) Ibid.
\(^{46}\) David Bainbridge note 2, p. 39.
\(^{47}\) Arthur R. Miller note 11, p. 295.
\(^{48}\) Ibid.
\(^{49}\) Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 166.
many people created it before. Originality only implies that the person who claimed copyright did not copy from someone else.\(^{50}\)

One way of testing the originality of a work is searching for a reasonable amount of effort expended in the creation of a work. A copyright protection to subsist in a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work, such things must qualify as a ‘work’. To determine whether a thing qualifies as a work, considering the amount of skill, labor or judgment applied in its creation is important.\(^{51}\)

A work to get protection by copyright law need not consist of a new or original matter. A copyright protection may extend to plan of a work as connected with the selection, arrangement, and combination of the matter, even though all the materials used and its subject are common to all authors. An author may come up with his own new work by selection and modification, arrangement, and combination even if it shows evidence that it was derived from a former publication.\(^{52}\)

In such a case, if the selection, plan, arrangement, and combination of material are new and original, the author will be entitled to copyright to that work. The copyright protection extend to what is new and original not to the old material used in the new work. So, compilations, abridgements, and indexes may get copyrights protection to the extent that it is new and original in respect of selection modification, arrangement and combination.\(^{53}\)

In the past, many jurisdictions required either notice or registration as a prerequisite for copyright protection. But, the international copyright conventions reversed this trend and avoid such requirements. Primarily, the Berne convention avoids the requirements. And the Berne convention is incorporated in to the TRIPS Agreement.\(^{54}\) So neither notice nor

\(^{50}\) Arthur R. Miller, note 11, p. 295.

\(^{51}\) David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 41.

\(^{52}\) Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 168.

\(^{53}\) Ibid.

\(^{54}\) TRIPS Agreement, Article 9.
registration is required to obtain copyright protection. Now United States and many WTO Members administer a voluntary copyright registration.

In these countries, as a practical matter, however, copyright notice and registration are still important in establishing and proving copyright.\(^{55}\)

As it is stated in the above, the copyright law empowers the owner to have a control over the work. The author himself may be the owner of the copyrighted work. Author means a person who produces or created an original work by his own intellectual skill and labor.\(^{56}\) Here, a corporate body may also be the author of a work. For example, the arrangements in sound recordings made by officers of a music company in which case the company are deemed to be the author. And sometimes the identity of the author may not be known. The author may not wish his identity to be disclosed in case of anonymous and pseudonymous works.\(^{57}\)

Sometimes, the author of a work may be more than one, i.e. the case of joint authors, if two or more persons jointly result in the production of a work.\(^{58}\)

In case of copyright there are two distinct concepts: authorship and ownership, in which each attracting its own peculiar right. In the former case (i.e. authorship) the author has moral rights.\(^{59}\) This is because authorship implies the exercise of mental power and the production in concrete form of an original intellectual conception.\(^{60}\) The three most common forms of moral right are:

i) The right to decide up on making the work public;

ii) The right to claim the authorship of a published work; and


\(^{56}\) Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 182.

\(^{57}\) David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 76.

\(^{58}\) Ibid.

\(^{59}\) David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 74.

\(^{60}\) Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 166.
iii) The right to prevent alterations and other actions that may damage the author’s honor or reputation.  

In the later case (i.e. ownership), the owner of copyright possesses economic rights. The owner means a person who possesses economic rights. There are instances in which the author of a work will also be the owner of the copyrighted work. The person who created the work is normally considered to be the first owner of the work, except he created the work in the course of employment in which the employer becomes the first owner of the copyrighted work. Ownership flows from authorship.

The other instance in which the author could not be the owner of the copyrighted work is in the case of assignment. The ownership of a copyright, the title, can be transferred to another person. In such a case the assignee will be the owner of the copyrighted work since the title to the copyright has been transferred to him.

Through different methods of contract the copyright owner may exploit the work. The owner of a copyright may assign the ownership of copyright or license it to another. In the former case, the owner of copyright loses his ownership right, while in the later he may reserve his ownership but he can allow another person to carry out certain acts, like making copies, in relation to the work.

If the person created the work independently for his own pleasure and not employed under contract of employment, and even the person is employed, but the work has not been created in the course of employment, the author will be the first owner of copyright.

---
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The problem arises in case of ownership of the copyright subsisting in anonymous works since there is no author available or willing to give evidence. In such a case, mostly, it is presumed that publisher of an anonymous work is the owner of the copyright, unless contrary is proved.67

The joint authors will automatically be joint owners of a copyrighted work unless the authors are employees and created the work in the course of employment.68

In addition, the owner of a copyright either licenses it to another by reserving ownership to him or assigns it which relinquishes the economic right of the owner himself. The copyrighted work consists of several rights associated with the work; a number of rights subsist in a work. For example, musical copyright, literary copyright, copyright in the sound recording, performance rights, rental and lending rights, the composer’s and the lyricist’s moral rights can be derived from a song recorded as a sound recording. All these complex rights exist in a song.69

And these bundles of rights in a copyrighted work can be exploited in a number of ways. It is possible to deal with each right in a copyright separately.70 The copyright law provides a very useful and effective way of exploiting the work economically. The owner of a copyright has to be careful on how to exploit the work economically so that he can maximize his income derived from the work protected by the copyright law.

So, the various rights bundled in a copyright work can be licensed or assigned separately. Assignment result in the transfer of ownership while license is a permission to do what otherwise would be infringement. The licensee’s freedom is more restricted than assignee. The licensee may not be entitled to assign or sub-license and the licensor may grant a license to others unless contracted exclusivity to the first licensee.71

67 Id, p. 79.
68 Ibid.
69 Id, p. 85.
70 W.R. Cornish, note 5, p. 381.
71 W.R. Cornish, note 5, p. 381.
In such a case, even if the owner of copyright has the right to deal with the work, like transferring the right to another or granting licenses to another, the author’s moral right must be respected by the copyright owner, assignees, licensees, and the public in general.\textsuperscript{72}

As it is stated in the above, the owner of the copyright work is entrusted with exclusive rights in relation to the acts provided by the copyright law. Whosoever does or authorizes another to do any of the acts restricted by copyright without getting the consent (whether it is contractual or otherwise) of the copyright owner is said to be infringed the copyright subsisting in a work.\textsuperscript{73}

Black’s Law Dictionary defines “infringement” as “a breaking in to; a trespass or encroachment up on; a violation of a law, regulation, contract, or right” and also define “infringement of copyright” as “unauthorized use of copyrighted material; i.e. use without permission of copyright holder”.\textsuperscript{74}

Infringement of copyright can also be defined as a trespass on a private domain owned and occupied by the owner of the copyright as it is protected by the law.\textsuperscript{75} Infringement is synonymously used with piracy. Doing an act by any person out of the restricted acts and in any manner out of the copyright law, is not an infringement of copyright. There must be a copyright protection subsisting in an original work and infringement by copying to support infringement suit. The copyright law must enumerate those rights secured to copyright owner and those acts constitute infringement.\textsuperscript{76}

Among other things, the copyright owner has the exclusive right to: copy the work, issue copies of the work to the public, rent or lend the work to the public, perform, show or play the work in public, broadcast the work or include it in a cable program, and make an adaptation of the work. If any one performs or authorizes another to perform these acts

\textsuperscript{72} David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 120.
\textsuperscript{73} Id, p. 121.
\textsuperscript{74} Black’s Law Dictionary, note 30.
\textsuperscript{75} Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 205.
\textsuperscript{76} Ibid.
restricted by copyright law without the consent of the owner, he infringes the copyright subsisting in a work.\textsuperscript{77} So, infringement occurs whenever some body exercises any of the rights reserved exclusively for the copyright owner by the copyright law without the consent of owner.\textsuperscript{78}

Establishing copyright ownership and impermissible copying of the copyrighted work are necessary to prove infringement before court.\textsuperscript{79} The plaintiff has to prove, directly or indirectly, that the defendant copied from the work in which he claims copyright.\textsuperscript{80} The existence of copying is necessary to support the infringement suit. If there is no copying, there is no infringement.

Here, the fact that two works are similar or identical, does not amount to infringement. Both works may be protected by copyright even though they are identical if each works produced independently and fulfills the requirement of originality.

However, if the similarity or identity of the works is due to copying from the copyrighted work that the later work may be deemed an infringement.\textsuperscript{81} In such a case, first it has to be shown that copying occurred. Then, such copying should amount to impermissible appropriation i.e. the copied work has to be protected by copyright law since there is permissible copying.\textsuperscript{82}

Once the court determined that a person is guilt of copyright infringements, the penalties like injunction, confiscation of the items, paying the owner of the copyright any profits received will be imposed on the infringer.\textsuperscript{83} These penalties and civil remedies should be specified in the copyright law.

\textsuperscript{77} David Bainbridge, note 2, p. 121.
\textsuperscript{78} Arthur R. Miller, note 11, p. 340.
\textsuperscript{79} Id, p. 344.
\textsuperscript{80} W.R. Cornish, note 5, p. 295.
\textsuperscript{81} Corpus Juris Secundum, note 1, p. 216.
\textsuperscript{82} Arthur R. Miller, note 11, p. 345.
\textsuperscript{83} Infringement of Copyright, \url{http://www.lostquilt.com/soverces.html}, accessed on June 20, 2009
Not all use without permission of copyright owner is considered to be infringement of copyright. There are exceptions and limitations to copyright. Any copyright law provides or has to provide some express exceptions to copyright which can be used as defenses to the accusation of copyright infringement. The pertinent limitations of the exclusive rights of copyright owners are fair practice, the first sale doctrine, and specific exemption for teaching, libraries, and non profit organizations. \(^{84}\)

The rationale for the limits or exceptions to the exclusive right of owners of copyrights is to provide a fair balance between the rights of copyright owners and the rights of the society at large. One of the more important exception and limits to the exceptions that balances between the rights of copyright owners and the rights of the society is known as “fair dealing” in British legal system and “fair use” in U.S.A. legal system. \(^{85}\)

In other jurisdictions, such as continental Europe, they are known as exceptions and limitations to the exceptions of copyright and their copyright law lists those exceptions and limitations to that effect. \(^{86}\)

The governing copyright proclamation of Ethiopia provides exceptions and limits to the exceptions of copyright. With in such exceptions and limits to the exceptions, it also introduces the concept “fair practice” which is similar to “fair dealing” and “fair use” in British and U.S.A. legal systems, respectively. The following chapters focus on this latter important concept particular to education in copyright.

---


\(^{85}\) Copyright Exceptions and Limitations, [http://www.copyright.gov](http://www.copyright.gov), accessed on September 9, 2009

Chapter Three: Fair Practice

3.1. Concept of fair practice
As it is discussed in the previous chapter, copyright is the exclusive right given to the owner of a copyright work. When unauthorized non-owner transgresses the rights of the owner, infringement of copyright takes place and the owner gets remedy to that effect.

The scope of copyright monopoly has to be kept reasonable. Several principles have evolved to limit copyright protection. Extended scope of protection would undermine the public benefit policy of copyright. The most significant exemption is the standard fair practice. 87

Intellectual property policy, especially copyright policy, serves as policy tool that structures the use and flow of information. It plays a major role in an information age. 88

The copyright regime seeks to balance the public’s desire for broad access to copyrighted works with the need to provide a pecuniary incentive for the copyright holder to disseminate the work. An important tool in maintaining the copyright system’s equilibrium has been the standard fair practice, which authorizes certain uses of copyrighted materials without the need to obtain the copyright holder’s permission. 89 But there is no perfect consensus on how to maintain a perfect equilibrium between the two competing interests. 90

The copyright system should provide the appropriate level of economic incentives to copyright holders to motivate creativity without hindering society’s interest in the wide spread dissemination of works and the free flow of ideas and information. The precise contours of such balancing are of great importance because they (the precise contour)

88 Id, p. 170.
89 Ibid.
90 Id, p. 216.
will determine whether the copyright system will fulfill or frustrate its goal by either hindering or encouraging the full potential for learning and creation.\textsuperscript{91}

The notion of fair practice would encourage original research and the creation of new works. The standard fair practice should be adapted to further principles of education and dissemination, thus advancing the stated goals of copyright.\textsuperscript{92}

The twin aims of copyright system is to provide public benefits flowing from the creative activities of individual authors and to protect the pecuniary interests of the copyright holder through a temporary copyright monopoly. The temporary monopoly to copyright holder does not signify solely as a protection of the copyright holder’s pecuniary interest, but it also realizes the public interest by limiting the monopoly right, which is temporary. The function of fair practice standard has to coincide with the dual objectives.\textsuperscript{93}

On the other hand, it can be said that it must strike a balance between the dual risks created by the copyright system: one, that depriving authors of their monopoly will reduce their incentive to create, and on the other hand, that granting authors a complete monopoly will reduce the creative ability of others.\textsuperscript{94}

A limited copyright monopoly is a necessary condition to the full realization of the productive activities of authors. And public access is a policy behind copyright. Access is still required during the limited period. The public still needs the opportunity to gain knowledge from the incopyrightable ideas included in the work. The creation of new work is dependent on use of existing material even during its copyright period. Otherwise, copyrighted material would not be accessible to subsequent authors or to the public,
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and the primary aim of copyright i.e. the promotion of knowledge and learning would be frustrated. Over protecting the author will restrict public access to copyrighted works.95

The positive law copyright (statutory copyright) is regulatory in nature. The legislative body when enacts copyright law is concerned with the public welfare. So it grants rights to the copyright owner but also limits those rights. The copyright law allows also a limited use of another’s copyrighted work.96

However, not all uses without the consent of the owner of copyright are infringement. We do not have to consider, in case of copyright, that the exclusive rights to the owner are absolute. Usually, the copyright law provides some exceptions to the exclusive right of the owner to copyrighted work and some uses (practices) without the consent of the owner may be permissible.

Copyright is not an inevitable, divine, or natural right that confers the absolute ownership of their creations. Copyright law is designed to encourage activity and progress in the art for intellectual enrichment of the public. It has a utilitarian goal as well. Authors should get reward for their creative efforts. Authors should get fair return for their labor. But they shouldn’t impede the harvest of knowledge. Copyright has to increase the harvest of knowledge.97

Copyright law is a result of a response to the recognition that creative intellectual activity is vital to the well being of society. The society confers monopoly exploitation benefits for a limited duration on authors in order to obtain for itself the intellectual and practical enrichment that result from creative endeavors.98

Copyright law recognizes monopoly protection of intellectual creators to stimulate creativity and authorship. But if the protection is excessively broad, it would stifle the

95 Dan Thu Thi Phan, note 1, p. 175.
98 Id, p. 1108.
objective of copyright. All intellectual creative works are in part derivative. Every one
advances by standing on prior works or thinking. And, prior works or thinking has to be
referred to advance or create better work or to think better. Reexamination of prior works
is necessary. So, monopoly protection of intellectual property would affect negatively
these objectives. Fair practice is the one and most important concern in copyright to
enforce these objectives.\footnote{Id, p. 1109.}

One of the more important and known exception to the exclusive right of copyright to the
owner is called fair practice.\footnote{Copyright Exceptions and Limitations, \url{http://www.copyright.gov}, accessed on September 9, 2009} Fair practice is not only uses as exception to exclusive
right of the owner of copyright, but also use as limitation to the exception. That means it
can be used as a defense for the accusation of copyright infringement by the alleged
infringer. But, the accused person cannot use fair practice only for his own benefit
without limit. Fair practice by itself puts also a limitation on the alleged infringer in using
the fair practice exception to the exclusive right of the owner of copyright.\footnote{Corpus Juris Secundum, (1939), Vol. 18, P. 219.}

Fair practice is a limitation on copyright monopoly to further on the utilitarian objective
of copyright law. In the enjoyment of copyright, one should not create obstacle on the
advancement of science. For instance, fair practice for the purpose of criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research may be made. In applying a fair
practice to each particular case, it has to serve the copyright objective of stimulating
productivity and learning without excessively damaging the incentive for creativity. The
governing purpose of copyright law has to be considered in using fair practice.\footnote{Pierre N. Leval, note 11, p. 1110.}

As there are fair practices, there are also unfair practices. A fair practice (use) of a
copyright work is not an infringement. And at the same time unfair practice (use) of a
copyright work is an infringement.\footnote{Corpus Juris Seconudm, note 15.}
Fair practice has the same meaning to “fair dealing” of U.K and “fair use” of U.S.A. The phrase “fair practice” is taken from the Ethiopian proclamation to protect copyright and neighboring rights, No 410/2004. “Fair dealing” and “fair use” are synonymous phrases and they are the known copyright exceptions and limitations to the exceptions of exclusive right of copyright owner.

Fair practice is part of a defense available to the accusation of copyright infringement. It is a limitation of the exclusive rights of a copyright owner.

The purpose of copyright is not to ensure the owner a maximum economic return. Rather, to balance the author’s right to obtain a fair return and society’s interest in access to and use of information. The exclusive nature of copyright favors the owner of a copyright to initiate infringement suit. But, the standard fair practice puts a limitation that may be against the interest of the owner of copyright.

By the fair practice defense, it can be established that certain uses of copyrighted material are by their nature more conducive to meet the objective of copyright than others. In such a case a greater reduction of demand of the original work has to be shown to justify a finding of infringement. If there is a constitutional policy favoring dissemination of information, a broader application of fair practice may be justified.

Limits on the exclusive right of a copyrighted work are set by taking into account the public interest. In order to balance, copyright laws provide varieties of limitations on the author’s exclusive right, particularly on the reproduction right of the owner. It balances the social benefits of a transformative secondary use against injury to the incentives of authorship.

---
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Fair practice, since it limits on the exclusive rights of copyright owners, strike a balance between the interests of users of copyrighted works and that of the author. In such a case fair practice allows for individuals (non-owners) certain latitude of use so that they can make reasonable use of copyrighted works without the consent of the owner.\(^{108}\) The copyright owner should not make an unfair use of copyright itself by expanding his or her claim beyond statutory limits.\(^{109}\)

The court evaluates and balances the social benefit that the public derives from the unauthorized use in light of the interest in protecting the copyright owner’s exclusive control of the work. And fair practice exists to encourage creativity and promote productive use of existing copyrighted material.\(^{110}\) In balancing the equities, public interest should prevail over the possible damage to the copyright owner. The copyright holder’s interest in a maximum financial return is subordinate to the greater public interest in the development of art, science and industry.\(^{111}\)

The copyright owner may sue to protect what he owns. His right extend only to the limits of copyright. A fair practice is not an infringement, the owner has no power over it.\(^{112}\)

The standard of fair practice allow the copying or other use of the copyrighted work which would otherwise be an infringement, of course, the amount taken from the original work has to be taken in to account.\(^{113}\) If there is no copying, there is no infringement and so that there is no question of “fair” and “unfair” practice. It is when there is some copying that the question arises and it is necessary to determine whether the copying is fair or not.\(^{114}\)
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It can be said that the concept of fair practice permits copying of copyrighted materials and be used without getting the consent or authority of the author. It is a line between the rights of author and the legitimate interests of users.\(^{115}\) It is difficult to ascertain the boundaries of it.\(^{116}\)

Fair practice, as the name indicates, uses equitable rule of reason which lack rigid and ready made definition and standards.\(^{117}\) An attempt to define fair practice is unhelpful. But it can simply be said that ,even though not the only ,fair practice is a privilege in others than the owner of a copyright to use the copyrighted material in a reasonable manner without the consent of the owner .Here the debate also arises whether fair practice is a privilege in which the defense to be assessed after a finding of infringement or it is an element the absence of which must be established to prove infringement .The definition does not help judges to determine the fair practice question in particular case. But establishing the standards is necessary.\(^{118}\)

But some scholars argue that fair practice is an affirmative defense that comes into play only after the plaintiff has proven a prima facie case of infringement .To prove prima facie infringement ,the author must have a valid copyright ,be in compliance with statutory requirements if any exists ,show copying ,which can be established by showing that the infringer had access to the work ,and show that the two works were substantially similar. For example, in the context of a book, a user could obtain a copy of that book and quote certain passages from that book without seeking prior authorization by the copyright holder .If the copyright holder objects, then the holder can sue for copyright infringement and the user can use the affirmative defense of fair practice.\(^{119}\)

It can be justified and determined by broad notions of policy, not by strict statutory rules. Weighing of competing policies relating to the specific case before court is necessary to 

\(^{115}\) Yoseph Mulugeta, note 22.
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\(^{118}\) Copyright fair use, note 19, p.86, and see also Blacks’ Law Dictionary, 6th Ed.
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reach at conclusion. Since it lacks ready made standards, it is going to be decided on the case-by-case on the basis of its own facts. Fair practice is a question of fact. Every case has its own facts. This created a difficulty in having fixed rules. But this doesn’t inhibit courts from setting specific standards for future decisions.

But, there have to be general standards that help to determine which uses are fair and which are not. For instance, in determining “fair” or “unfair” copying of a copyrighted work, considerations, such as the quantity and quality or value of the matter copied, the proportions of matters taken, and the competitive character of the two works have to be taken into account.

In addition, concerning the scope of application of fair practice, it applies to all copyrighted work in so far as the exploitation is reasonable. There are no qualifications as to the type of copyrighted works in respect of which reasonable use is to be made.

Copyright exceptions in general and fair practice in particular are provided in order to resolve important conflict of interests such as the concern of education. Therefore, usually, fair practice for the purposes of research or private study, for reporting current events, and for criticism or review would be provided in the copyright law. There are different types of original works. The copyright protection may vary in accordance with the categories.

The broad policies justifying copyright monopoly favor for a finding of infringement. The opposite may be concluded because of the concept of fair practice. But, here, one
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cannot generally conclude that educational activities or parody or some other activities are per se a fair practice, since certain inquiry is applied in to particular fact of a case.\textsuperscript{128}

\subsection*{3.2 Rationales of fair practice}

The early explanation of fair practice, by English and American decisions, was that “either custom of the literary community or the implied consent of the author sanctioned some non consensual use of a copyrighted work”.\textsuperscript{129}

The first rationale for fair practice is to meet the constitutional purpose behind copyright law. If the copyright protection purpose is not affected by the use and rather if public welfare is advanced that will be a fair practice. For example, the America constitutional purpose to protect copyright is to “promote the progress of science and useful arts”. This can be met by securing to authors the exclusive right to their writings. So, if the use doesn’t reduce the economic benefit of the author, fair practice would be justified.\textsuperscript{130}

The second reason for having a fair practice exception is to develop and create a better work that contributes much to the society. This rationale basis on the saying, “the world goes ahead because each of us builds upon the work of our predecessor: A dwarf standing on the shoulders of a giant can see farther than the giant himself.”\textsuperscript{131}

To develop a better work and to make a progress a reality, persons have to base on the creative of others. To advance knowledge, encourage further research and to promote art and culture, some use of a copyrighted work may be made. Otherwise progress of science and useful arts would be hindered and so that the copyright law may fail to promote such important areas of the society.\textsuperscript{132}

Thirdly, it is to assure social utility or satisfy the interest of the public at large. The purpose of copyright law is not only to reward creative individuals to engage in creative
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intellectual efforts, but also to make the works of creative individuals available and be accessible to many peoples as quick and cheap as possible. So that the fair practice concept makes persons to use a copyrighted work without authorization of the author which result in wider dissemination of those works without seriously eroding the incentives for creators.\textsuperscript{133}

At last, the copyright law through the concept of fair practice, attempts to promote general happiness. Fair practice recognizes incentives for creating original works as well as the dissemination of it to the people so that it satisfies the interest of the general public and the individual creator.\textsuperscript{134}

\section*{3.3. Special areas justifying fair practice exception}

The fair practice concept does not work for all purposes. There have to be special purposes justifying fair practice exception. The known special areas which justify fair practice exception to the exclusive right of the owner of copyright are the following.

\subsection*{a. Fair practice for the purpose of research or private study}

Fair practice exception for the purpose of research or private study may be used as a defense of accusation of copyright infringement. The purpose of copying of the work of another has to be to do private research. It does not have to be for the purpose of producing a competing work. If it is for commercial or industrial research, it has to be looked carefully. Here, the mere purpose of copying the work of another for research or private study does not totally justify defense of fair practice. Even if it is difficult to draw the limit of fair practice for the purpose of research or private study but certain considerations are important. The financial motive behind copying has to be checked
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. Other justifications have to be also seen. Copying simply to save expense does not justify fair practice.\textsuperscript{135}

This justification mainly works in the field of education.\textsuperscript{136} For instance, you cannot reasonably expect a research student will purchase a whole of a work who practically wants an article of a journal or a single chapter of a book. It may be fair if one article of journal or a single chapter of a book is copied for the purpose of research or private study, for example by a student of postgraduate. But more than this may not be fair. Here copying does not only signify by photocopying; a copyright may be also infringed by hand written copy. But it is less likely that a substantial part will be taken by hand written copy since it requires high effort and time.\textsuperscript{137}

\textbf{b. Fair practice for the purpose of criticism or review}

The practice of Copying may be fair if it is for the purpose of criticism or review provided that a sufficient acknowledgement is given. That means copying to criticize or review once own or another’s work is fair if the source is sufficiently acknowledged. Here, the motive behind copying of a plaintiff’s work is an important factor in determining fair practice. If the use is for rival purpose i.e. to compete with the plaintiff’s work, the mere claim of criticism or review purpose would not justify fair practice defense.\textsuperscript{138}

\textbf{c. Fair practice for the purpose of reporting current events}

Copying the work of another for the purpose of reporting current events to the public is fair practice. For instance, a certain current writings may be taken from a newspaper or
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other work by any other broadcasting organization to inform the people. In such a case, sufficient acknowledgement is necessary.\textsuperscript{139}

\textbf{d. Education}

Copying the work of another for the purpose of education is a known exception to exclusive right of the copyright owner.\textsuperscript{140} The standard fair practice also works here. This will be dealt in detail in the next chapter.

\textbf{e. Libraries and archives}

Copying by libraries and archives is a permitted act. But they are not left without limit. The purpose of libraries and archives should be to support researchers and persons who undergoes study. Copying to replace the lost, destroyed or damaged is possible. And making copy to preserve the original is also permitted. These all may not work if it is reasonable and practicable to purchase a copy of the work. Taking in to account such limits, libraries and archives should have a photocopy policy to make persons follow and not to infringe right of copyright holder.\textsuperscript{141} Libraries and archives are allowed to make a single copy of a work as long as they are not done for their commercial advantage.\textsuperscript{142}

There are also other special circumstances, common to certain jurisdictions, in which the defense of fair practice would be raised. One would be the incidental inclusion of copyright material. A copyrighted material may accidentally be included by another work. By the use of cameras or video cameras, or live broadcast, a copyrighted work may incidentally be included. And such incidental inclusion may not amount to infringement, rather it will support fair practice defense. Other wise arranging films and others will be
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difficult. But, here, the inclusion would not be deliberate. Fair practice defense does not extend to deliberate inclusion of copyrighted work.\textsuperscript{143}

In addition, using the work of another in the course of public administration like in court and parliamentary proceedings does not result in copyright infringement. And using a computer programs for back up purpose is permissible. Other additional exceptions may be provided and may be different from country to country.\textsuperscript{144}

3.4. Fair practice in common law and civil law legal traditions

3.4.1. Copyright in common law and civil law in general

Historically, in continental Europe (civil law legal tradition) for example in French legal system, copyright is viewed as a “natural right” that means it is considered as the rights for the author to enjoy the fruit of his labor. It is so called the droit d’auteur\textsuperscript{145} view of copyright.

However, in the Anglo-Saxon legal tradition (i.e. U.K and U.S.A.), Copyright is viewed from the perspective of socio-economic rationale. This is well expressed in the U.S constitution and so that article 1, section 8, clause 8 of it states that the U.S congress may “promote the progress of science and the useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries”. One can understand from this clause that the primary objective is the socio-economic purpose. The end is the social and economic benefits.\textsuperscript{146}

Thus, there are two traditions in relation to intellectual property right protection for literary, musical and artistic works. These are “copyright” tradition and “author’s” right

\textsuperscript{143} David Bainbridge, note 27, p. 176.
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In the common law system, in the countries of United States, United Kingdom, and other countries associated with the system, the “copyright” tradition prevails. In this tradition a utilitarian approach which tries to balance between the incentives to investment and consumers interests in access is given an emphasis.\footnote{147} However, in European, Latin American, and other countries that adhere to civil law system gives emphasis to author’s right. And they claim that authors deserve protection for their works as an inherent natural right.\footnote{149}

In the civil-law legal tradition reward to the owner of copyright is a primary consideration of the copyright law. However, the reward to the author by the copyright law is a secondary concern in Anglo-Saxon Legal tradition.\footnote{150}

At present, such difference on the rationales of copyright law between Anglo-Saxon and continental legal tradition is not as such observed. The economic argument behind copyright is getting preference also in continental Europe. That is the utilitarian approach of U.S which is on the comparison of costs and benefits to advance public welfare become more influential in continental Europe at present.\footnote{151} Here, the doctrine of “fair use” introduced to answer for the difficult question to balance between private and public good in copyright\footnote{152} and America uses the broadest interpretation of the doctrine.

In addition, both legal traditions in general agree that a human being can be an author. Exceptions, in which physical person (like company) or employer may be an author are also provided whether it is expressly or impliedly.\footnote{153}
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The difference between the copyright and author’s right traditions, mentioned in the above, result also in difference in treating questions relating to the protection of new media such as motion pictures, sound recordings, and broadcasting which typically involve corporate creators and minimal creative contributions.154

The question of these new media mainly challenged the civil law system that propagates author’s right tradition which presupposes an individual author and a high level of creativity. As a result civil law countries created an alternate system of protection to meet the new media question i.e. “neighboring rights”.155

The most important categories of neighboring rights include: “the right of performers to prevent fixation and direct broadcasting or communication to the public of their performances without their consent; the right of producers of phonograms to authorize or to prohibit reproduction of their phonograms and the import and distribution of unauthorized duplicates thereof; the right of broadcasting organizations to authorize or prohibit rebroadcast, fixation and reproduction of their broadcasts”.156

However, countries that follow “copyright” tradition and which accept the principle of corporate authorship and traditionally provided a low standard of protection, easily absorbed these new media in to their fabric of protection.157 But the civil law tradition influenced the international treaty on trade - related aspect of intellectual property rights (TRIPS) and it included in its provision distinctively the concept neighboring rights.158

The new Ethiopian copyright proclamation No.410/2004 seems to follow the approach of international copyright conventions: Berne and TRIPS. It is difficult to conclude totally that it follows civil tradition or common law.
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At last, these background rationales behind copyright in each legal tradition have an impact on application and interpretation of the standard fair practice.

3.4.2. Fair practice in common law tradition

England was sighted as the origin of the standard fair practice (exactly termed as fair dealing). The base line of fair practice was first propounded by English jurist. The influential England jurists wrote about the need to balance public and private interests in the copyright arena. Then the American courts followed the direction established by English judges.\(^{159}\) Of course, the standard fair practice was emerged as a judicial concept when the judges of America and English use in interpreting modern copyright statutes.\(^{160}\)

So, it can be said that the origin of the standard fair practice were in common law countries, specifically UK and America.

Fair abridgment was known before “fair use” right shortly after the creation of the copyright by the statute of Anne of 1709. Courts recognized that certain instances of unauthorized reproduction of a copyrighted material would not infringe the author’s right. This is first described as fair abridgement, and then fair use. Then the fair use doctrine incorporated in the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976 and it provides that the fair use of a copyrighted work is not an infringement.\(^{161}\)

In the early 19\(^{th}\)c the rights in copyrighted works are very narrow. The abridgement of book to produce new book is not infringement. That means one can use another’s copyrighted work to prepare a derivative work without permission. But later on judges perceived that it was unfair to take a free ride on the original author’s work. And then the fair use doctrine came in to play.\(^{162}\)

In the late 19\(^{th}\)c fair use became a recognized principle that every author, compiler, or publisher may make certain use of a copyrighted work. This is believed to increase the
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growth of knowledge, otherwise if every works were sealed to all subsequent authors, learning be hindered. Not individual consumers needed the fair use defense; rather potential infringers (authors, compilers, publishers) need it well.\textsuperscript{163}

In England, the notion of permitting some use of a copyrighted work which is considered to be fair is known as “fair dealing”. The same concept is known in America as “fair use”. The “Fair dealing” in case of UK has nothing to do with “dealing” in a trade sense. It can be equated with the meaning of “use”.\textsuperscript{164}

Under the Anglo-American copyright law, exceptions are formulated on the ground and application of general principles and on case-by-case basis. In such a case fair dealing or fair use help to justify acts like copying for purposes of research, teaching, journalism, criticism, parody and library activities.\textsuperscript{165}

The copyright exceptions, in the Anglo-American copyright law, are guided by “fair dealing” or “fair use” doctrine. Specifically, in U.S.A. the doctrine of fair use is provided as general legislative guidelines, but largely leaved to as tasks of courts to elaborate it in particular instances.\textsuperscript{166}

U.S.A. applies the broadest interpretation of fair use doctrine.\textsuperscript{167} Fair practice jurisprudence has developed into a broad and highly fact specific exception to copyright’s exclusive right i.e. an exception that is far more expansive than the limitations on copyright that exist in other countries.\textsuperscript{168} This is because the country gives emphasis primarily to the advancement of public welfare than to encourage the author.\textsuperscript{169} Section 107 of the 1976 copyright act of U.S.A provides the fair use exception and it states that:
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“… the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright.”

The act also provides some general standards by which fair use may be ascertained. Before the incorporation of fair use and its standards in the copyright Act of 1976, it was developed through case law. What is incorporated in the Act is the result of what is developed in the case law. The Act incorporated, even if not the only, the articulation of Justice Story in 1841 in Folsom v Marsh case in approaching question of fair use, i.e. “…we must often …look to the nature and objects of the selection made, the quantity and value of the materials used, and the degree in which the use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits, or supersede the objects, of the original work.”

Even the Act of 1976 did not provide the detail standards and their importance. These will create confusion to judges. The confusion is not only to judges, but also to writers, historians, publishers and their legal advisers. They only guess and pray as to how courts will resolve copyright disputes. So, doctrine of fair use should not be mysterious or dependent on the intuitive judgments. Fair use should not be perceived as a disordered exception or departure from the principle governing copyright law. It has to be perceived as a rational, integral part of copyright and necessary to achieve its objective.

And, in England, the fair dealing exception for the purpose of research or private study, for reporting current event, or for criticism or review are permitted.

So, it can definitely be said that the standard fair practice was originated and also developed well in common law countries.
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3.4.3. Fair practice in civil law tradition

In continental Europe, the phrases “fair dealing” or “fair use” are not known. Civil law countries do not have a broad, judicially created doctrine that is analogous to the United States fair use exception. But, the exceptions and limits to the exceptions are simply provided in their statute. The exceptions and limits to the exceptions in some circumstances constitute part of “fair use” or “fair dealing” or “fair practice” stated in the above. In continental Europe, not only exceptions are provided but also limits to the exception (can be said exceptions for exceptions). The exceptions for exceptions include:

- Copies should be made of mere parts of the work. Whole copying of works may be allowed when the originals are not available on the market;
- Copies may be produced by reprographic process only because the existing copies are of lesser quality;
- Only single copies are allowed for private purposes and cannot be used other than private purposes and cannot be given to third parties;
- The private use has to be intended by the copier himself. That means the intention to copy has to be in a non-commercial way;
- The libraries and archives (who benefit from the exemptions) must be accessible to the public and act in a non-commercial way; and
- The legitimate interests of the right holder must be taken in to account.

These exceptions in the Anglo-American copyright law are guided by fair dealing or fair use doctrine. The policies and purposes behind copyright law of a given country also have an impact on the interpretation and application of copyright exceptions. The public policy behind the U.S.A. copyright Act makes the country to interpret the fair use exception broadly.
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But in civil law countries like France, more than common law countries, gives high value to the right of authors.\textsuperscript{177} So this policy behind copyright law has an impact on the extent of copyright exceptions, their interpretations, and applications.

Generally, not only in Anglo-American, but the notion of permitting some use of a copyright work which is considered to be fair is also common in many jurisdictions, of course there are some basic differences.\textsuperscript{178} But more countries have a significant degree of variations in their fair practice provisions. Some countries provide extremely limited and rigid exceptions, while others allow for a much broader exception. Some countries do have laws permitting some of the uses that are often characterized as fair use in America. Section 107 of the U.S. copyright Act of 1976 is unique from other countries of the world.\textsuperscript{179}

Even with in the same legal tradition there is a significant degree of variation in their copyright exception provisions. India has a broader fair dealing exception i.e. may be as a result of colonial ancestor–United Kingdom. But her copyright code does not include standards for courts to consider when determining whether the use was “fair dealing”. Consider German also, it lacks an all inclusive fair practice exception. However, numerous exceptions to copyright owners’ rights that are similar to exceptions recognized as fair practice.\textsuperscript{180}

Japanese copyright act also lacks a broad fair practice doctrine. And limitations on copyright owners’ are restricted to the specific exceptions listed. But some of the exceptions are similar to those recognized under section 107 of America. For instance, Article 32 allows quotation from published works, “provided that their making is
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compatible with fair practice and their extent does not exceed that justified by purpose such as news reporting, criticism or research”.

The Ethiopian copyright law also lacks an all inclusive and a broad fair practice doctrine. The limitations to the exclusive right of owner are restricted to specific exceptions(from Article 9-19 of the proclamation No.410/2004).The fair practice exception is only provided to the case of quotation and teaching.(Articles 10 and 11 of the proclamation).And it does not include standards for courts to consider in determining fair practice. This will be discussed later in detail.

These variations among countries of the world have an impact on the harmonization through international copyright treaties.

Almost every copyright law contains exceptions for copying for personal use (i.e. scientific, educational or other private use), archival copying, library use, education, and freedom of news reporting and reporting of current events. Most national laws provide exception for private or personal use even if preventing unauthorized reproduction of a protected work is the main objective of copyright protection. However, these exceptions are not generally allowed for reproduction and affect seriously the author’s primary market. Therefore, these exceptions have to be limited by different ways. That means, it requires the exceptions for exceptions.

3.5. New technologies and challenges relating to fair practice

3.5.1. Fair practice and new technology (digital Era)

New challenges to copyright are now posed by the digitalization of information and the development of computer networks such as the internet. The ways they are resolved by copyright have important implications for the access to and the use of information world wide. The technological developments result in improvements in data storage, manipulation and transmission of data. Digitalization makes all kinds of data and
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copyrighted work to be recorded and compressed in the same format. This will allow the reproduction of copies without any problem and developments in software permits easy manipulation of data images and sounds.\textsuperscript{184}

This digital technology has changed the way creators work and how authors and publishers deliver copyright works. These developments of new technologies have the capacity to create unauthorized, perfect free copies. In addition, the growth of internet makes any work to be distributed world wide with insignificant cost.\textsuperscript{185}

So, data transmission is not limited to one-to-one bases, but one-to-all. Thus, an internet becomes a “broadcasting” system. Therefore, these developments affected the market position of several industries and services.\textsuperscript{186}

These developments notified the copyright law to react and protect the producers and suppliers of works while preserving the interests of the public, particularly in relation to research and education. Some argue that a minor change only is required in order to adapt copyright to the new technologies. Other argues strong protection has to be given to copyright owner and major changes are necessary in the introduction of suigeneris right to supplement copyright protection for data bases. Accordingly, they view that the “right to prevent copying” has to be replaced by a “right to prevent access”.\textsuperscript{187}

The application of general guidelines in case of fair practice concept has provided a flexible framework to adopt solutions as new technologies have emerged. The development and diffusion of digital technology has created a controversy on the status and scope of the fair practice exception. It has been already said that the creation of digital technology has substantially modified the way creators work and how authors and publishers deliver copyrighted works. In such a way it increased the power of copyright owners to control copying, the sale of copies and public transmission of works and also
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extended such power to reading, re-using copies and viewing protected materials. On the contrary, digital technology also permits the creation of unauthorized, perfect and free copies and world wide distribution of protected works through computer networks.188

These developments in digital technology have forced to review the availability and scope of fair practice and to internationalize the copyright system. If the transaction costs are too high and this prevented the copyright owners and users from entering in to a copyright license like in the cases of library photocopying, the fair practice concept can be justified here.189

In addition, since digital technology permits a world wide distribution of protected works through computer network, it needs to internationalize the copyright system. Internationalizing the copyright system is necessary because of the existence of diverging legal solutions at the national level. Acts of reproduction that may be subject to the right holder’s consent in one country may well be covered by a fair practice standard in other countries.190

As a result, the status of fair practice in digital context has led to in some countries to the establishment of new national legislation and the negotiation and adoption of two international treaties. It is the need to adapt and strengthen copyright law in the digital environment was that the driving force behind the negotiation and adoption of two world intellectual property organization (WIPO) treaties in 1996.191

And the preamble of WIPO copyright treaty of 1996 states that:

“[t]he needs to maintain a balance between the rights of authors and the larger public interest, particularly education, research and access to information, as reflected in the Berne convention”.
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In addition, in 1991 the European Union took an important step in reducing the scope of limitations to exclusive reproduction right in the area of software.\footnote{Id, P. 578.}

\subsection*{3.5.2. New challenges to the fair practice}

The fair practice concept has survived even if new technologies have eroded its status and scope. However, new challenges have emerged to the application of fair practice. These are:

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{a) Anti-circumvention measures}

It is a technical means of protection. The owner of the copyright work, through the available technologies, is in a position to control access by third parties to works in digital form.\footnote{Peter, Schonning, note 99, p. 972.} Even it is possible to control and regulate the use once third parties accessed. This kind of protection is more effective but it may deprive the fair practice standard. The use of such protective technologies makes the owners of copyrighted works to have absolute control over their works and unencumbered by the limitations provided in copyright law.\footnote{Carlos M Correa, note 18, p. 580.}

\item \textbf{b) The extended use of contract law to control access to and the use of digital copyright works}

This challenge is constructed on the basis of the first mentioned above. The protective technologies used the owner as electronic fences and make him to be in a position to prohibit use or to seek payments for any use of technologically protected works. So, that the owners of copyright can, practically, supersede any rules allowing fair practice.\footnote{Id, P. 582.}

These all makes the owner of copyright to interact directly with users and to determine the conditions for access to and use of copyright work. In such a case the copyright owner and suppliers contracts with uses on terms and conditions dictated by the formers
which is a threat to fair practice and copyright at large. And it is real that the fees charged for electronic information licenses given to libraries or schools are generally higher than prices for the equivalent book or periodicals.\textsuperscript{196}

c) \textbf{The development of a suigeneris form of protection for data base}

Data base are protected as compilations under copyright. A simple compilation of data is under public domain. Only those databases that meet the copyright originality test are protect able. The development of a suigeneris regime for databases restricted the fair practice concept.\textsuperscript{197}

The European council provided a new directive and developed a suigeneris form of protection for any database if it is shown that, qualitatively and/or quantitatively, a substantial investment has been made either in obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents. So that the directive provides the “right to prevent” the extraction or reutilization of the whole or substantial part evaluated quantitatively or qualitatively, of the database. This means an insubstantial part is not protected. The suigeneris right is conferred in addition to other existing rights.\textsuperscript{198}

Here, the effect is that the adoption of new regulations on databases may limit the scope of fair practice, specifically for scientists, libraries and educational institutions. However, in U.S.A. extracting information for non-profit educational, scientific or research purposes constitute a fair practice only if those acts do not materially harm the primary market of the database maker.\textsuperscript{199}
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Chapter Four: Fair Practice under International Copyright Conventions

4.1. International copyright conventions in general

At the beginning copyright law was known to govern printing of books. Gradually the scope of copyright was extended to include works such as lithographs, sculptures, dramatic works and musical works. The term of copyright was also extended.\footnote{David Bainbridge, Intellectual Property (1999), P. 34.}

In 19th c copyright was recognized as important internationally. As a result the Berne Copyright Convention was formulated by the year 1886. The purpose of this convention is to promote greater uniformity and harmonization of copyright law. In addition, giving full protection to copyright owner in all member states is also the object of it.\footnote{Ibid.}

The Berne convention reconciled the different nature of UK copyright with the French tradition of droit d’auteur. The Berne convention was revised in 1908 and was called the Berlin Act. The Berlin Act influenced the UK copyright law and major changes were seen in the copyright Act of 1911. The 1952 Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) also played similar role. And the droit moral of the Rome Act of 1928 of the Berne convention\footnote{Article 6bis of the Berne Convention included moral rights, but Article 9 of the TRIPS Agreement excluded it from its provision.} influenced the 1988 current act of copyright, designs and patents of UK and moral rights of author is included in it. The influence of such international copyright conventions on UK copyright law and the subsequent revisions pulled UK copyright law closer to most other European countries.\footnote{David Bainbridge, note 1.}

International copyright conventions resulted in major changes of copyright law than internal national considerations.\footnote{Ibid.} So, international copyright conventions played to a
certain degree for the harmonization of copyright law and will play in the future for greater harmonization.

France influenced for the subsequent evolution and developments of international copyright laws. The U.S.A. rather, led the movement for the harmonization of patent laws. U.S.A became reluctant for the harmonization of copyright law and for long time failed to recognize the right of foreign authors. The U.S congress repeatedly rejected the proposal to reform copyright law. U.S refused to sign the 1886 agreement of the Berne Convention. But, contextually accepted the weaker universal copyright convention in which its many members are developing countries that did not wish to comply with the provisions of Berne convention because they consider the Berne Convention favors developed countries. By the year 1956, UCC became complementary agreement to the Berne convention.\textsuperscript{205}

The United States was among the last entrants in to the Berne Convention which was in 1988. However the harmonization of copyright law was driven and promoted by France and other civil law countries which urged stronger protection for authors.\textsuperscript{206}

United States, uniquely to other developed countries, concerned on broader access to intellectual productions to enhance mass literacy and public education. But European countries concerned on stronger protection to copyright owners.\textsuperscript{207}

The earlier copyright policy of United States was primarily emphasis on public welfare and follows the utilitarian approach. As a result the “fair use” exception with broader interpretation has been followed by the country.\textsuperscript{208}

However, to harmonize international copyright laws, international copyright conventions hold the middle position of the two approaches (of the U.S.A. and civil law regime). At present the tendency is towards stronger copyright enforcement .International
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harmonization through the Berne convention made the fundamental principles and democratic provisions of America copyright to be changed and it introduced the protection of all creations on their fixation in tangible form.\textsuperscript{209}

The 19\textsuperscript{th}c and 20\textsuperscript{th}c viewed that author’s rights are having territorial application.\textsuperscript{210} But with the development of technologies like satellite broadcasting, cable distribution and internet made the territorial limitation to be no longer the rule. They require international exhaustion. The private international law even did not protect effectively the author’s right because of a lot of complications relating to jurisdiction, applicable law and enforcement of judgments.

So, for the effective regulation of the use of protected material on the internet, an international instrument must be concluded in order to make the world one country. In such a case the owners get speedy and effective relief for infringement. The TRIPS Agreement by incorporating the Berne convention (1971), the Rome convention (1961) and the WIPO Treaties of 1996 relating to digital technology obliges members to ensure specified enforcement procedures for effective action against any act of infringement of intellectual property rights.\textsuperscript{211}

Berne copyright convention is administered by the world intellectual property organization (WIPO) and universal copyright convention by UNESCO: the United Nations Educational Scientific and cultural organization.\textsuperscript{212} By now these copyright conventions are less enforced compared to the TRIPS. As a result there is a resort to WTO (World Trade Organization). This is because to use the WTO dispute settlement and enforcement mechanism, which is claimed to be effective.
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Therefore, international copyright conventions played and will play a great role for the harmonization of copyright laws; of course there are differences, like in terms (duration) of protection and copyright exceptions, from country to country.

4.2. Fair practice under international copyright conventions

Specifically, the purpose of this topic is to deal fair practice from the perspective of international copyright conventions. Fair practice, even if not directly and in detail, is provided under international copyright conventions considered in this paper. One possible explanation for the lack of uniformity among different countries’ fair practice law is the absence of a well defined international standard for fair practice in the international copyright treaties mainly the two major multilateral treaties: the Berne Convention and the TRIPS Agreement.\(^{213}\) The known international copyright conventions considered in this paper are Berne convention, universal copyright convention, the 1996 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Copyright Treaty and Trade Related-Intellectual Properties Agreement (TRIPS). The focus is on TRIPS.

Prior to the signing of the TRIPS Agreement the Berne Convention was the major multilateral treaty providing international protection for copyright. The Berne convention was originally created in 1886 and the most recent text of the treaty is the Paris act of 1971. Protection under the Berne convention relies on two central principles: national treatment and international minimum standards of protection. The minimum substantive protection include the term of copyright, the types of right that copyright owners and authors have, and the subject matter that is protected under the national treatment provision, member states must accord to nationals of other signatory countries the same level of protection that they give to their own nationals. (Article 5 of the convention).\(^{214}\)

The major weakness of the Berne convention is its anemic enforcement provision. While members have the theoretical option of bringing disputes over interpretation of the treaty
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or other members’ enforcement of the convention before the International Court of Justice (ICJ), it is an option that has never been exercised.\footnote{Article 33(1) of the Berne convention provides that “any dispute between two or more countries of the union concerning the interpretation or application of this convention, not settled by negotiation, may, by any one of the countries concerned, be brought before the international court of justice by application in conformity with the statute of the court, unless the countries concerned agree on some other method of settlement”.

Tyler G. Newby, note 14.} And reciprocity is the main enforcement mechanism (Article 6(1) of the convention).\footnote{Tyler G. Newby, note 14.}

The Berne convention under Article 9, paragraph one, requires signatory states to protect the exclusive reproduction right of the author. It says the authors of literary and artistic works have the exclusive right to reproduce their works in any manner or form. However, Berne also provides for a number of exceptions to the right holder’s reproduction right. Article 10 of the convention establishes certain fair practice exception to the reproduction right. For instance Article 10(1) of the convention mandates an exception for quotation from a work which has already been lawfully made available to the public.\footnote{Article 10(1) of the Berne convention provides “it shall be permissible to make quotations from a work which has already been lawfully made available to the public, provided that their making is compatible with fair practice, and their extent does not exceed that justified by the purpose, including quotations from newspaper articles and periodicals in the form of press summaries”.

Tyler G. Newby, note 14.}

Education is also taken by the Berne convention as condition for exception and the fair practice exception in education also provided by the convention. Article 10(2) of the convention permits an exception to the right of reproduction for the purpose of teaching. It reads:

“it shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of the union ,and for special agreements existing or to be concluded between them ,to permit the utilization ,to the extent justified by the purpose ,of literary or artistic works by way of illustration in publications ,broadcasts or sound or visual recordings for teaching ,provided such utilization is compatible with fair practice”.

These exception to the right holder’s right to authorize reproduction of a copyrighted work and implicitly all other exceptions to this right that members might permit –are
limited by another provision in Berne. Article 9(2) of the convention balanced the exclusive rights by stating that “it shall be a matter for legislation in the certain special cases, provided that such reproduction does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author”. This gives member states the right to adopt exceptions to the right of reproduction as long as the exceptions satisfy the three cumulative test limits stated in the Article.\footnote{218}

The Berne convention provided minimum standards, not the details, of copyright protection. As a result, it provided also the room for the inclusion of exceptions by national laws. Exceptions can be incorporated by national legislation in special cases. But, the exceptions are not without limit. There have to be reasons to reproduce by third parties and such reproduction should not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work. So, fair practice can be one and important exception that satisfies the limits and the minimum standards given by the Berne convention.

The Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) of 1952 which was promoted by UNESCO provided less stringent conditions, compared to Berne convention, about the terms of protection, the types of work protected and the extent of protection to attract United States and developing countries into the network of international copyright relations.\footnote{219} UCC represents a low level copyright arrangement and it resembles in many ways the original 1886 Berne Convention. And it simplified the copyright relation of United States with other countries and vise versa.\footnote{220}

And by the subsequent revision of the UCC, developing countries are allowed to reduce the term of copyright in their national law, to authorize translation into their national language, to authorize reproduction for educational and cultural purposes, to authorize reproduction to teaching, study or research, and to limit the scope of the exclusive right to
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broadcast. So, there is a wider room to provide a fair practice exception by the national law of the member country as it is stated under UCC.

The 1996 WIPO copyright treaty also recognizes the inclusion of fair practice concept in to national laws for cases of digital technology. The driving force behind the 1996 WIPO copyright treaties is of course the need to adopt and strengthen copyright law in the digital environment. Art. 10 of the WIPO copyright treaty provide the limitations and exceptions to the exclusive right and it states that:

1) Contracting parties may in their national legislation, provide for limitations of or exceptions to the rights granted to authors of literary and artistic works under this treaty in certain special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.

2) Contracting parties shall, when applying the Berne convention, confine any limitations of or exceptions to rights provided for there in to certain special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.

And the agreed statements of the Diplomatic conference that adopted the WIPO copyright Treaty as it is deposited by the director general of WIPO in the International Bureau of WIPO states that:

“it is understood that the provisions of Article 10 permit contracting parties to carry, forward and appropriately extend in to the digital environment limitations and exceptions in their national laws which have been considered acceptable under the Berne convention. Similarly, these provisions should be understood to permit contracting parties to devise new exceptions and limitations that are appropriate in the digital network environment. It is also understood that Article 10(2) neither reduces nor extends the scope of applicability of the limitations and exceptions permitted by the Berne convention”.

---
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But, Art 10 of the WIPO treaty is more restrictive than the Berne convention since the word “confine” is stated in the WIPO treaty.\textsuperscript{223} According to Art.10 of WIPO treaty, states should “confine” the exceptions to meet the three step tests which are also introduced under Art 9(2) of the Berne convention.

\textbf{4.3. Fair practice under TRIPS Agreement}

Copyright as part of intellectual property has a relation with trade. At first intellectual property rights in general were not even mentioned in the GATT-1947. Later on, in the Uruguay Round multilateral trade negotiation, the link between intellectual property and trade was established and as a result the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual property Rights (TRIPS) came in to being even though developing countries accepted reluctantly. The TRIPS Agreement entered in to force on 1 January 1995.\textsuperscript{224}

By the Uruguay Round Negotiation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the enforcement of copyright and other intellectual property rights elevated with the inclusion of the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) Agreement. The enforcement mechanism of the WTO is added by the TRIPS Agreement to the minimum standards provided in the earlier Berne Convention for the protection of literary and artistic works.\textsuperscript{225}

Why TRIPS is necessary having multitude of international intellectual property conventions? Two reasons can be forwarded for this. First, developed countries are unable to strength the protection of intellectual property through WIPO. Second, the existing intellectual property conventions leave the enforcement of it through judicial and administrative remedies to local decisions.\textsuperscript{226}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{223} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{225} Tyler G. Newby, note 14, p. 1635.
\textsuperscript{226} Mitsuo Matsushita, note 25, p. 704.
\end{flushleft}
Thus, because of globalization, higher standard of intellectual property protection and international enforcement became increasingly important. So, TRIPS Agreement came into being. The TRIPS Agreement establishes rights and obligations between WTO Members, not private individuals or firms.\textsuperscript{227}

The TRIPS Agreement addresses many categories of intellectual property rights. These are:

1) Copyright and related rights
2) Patents
3) Trade marks and service marks
4) Geographical indications
5) Undisclosed information or trade secrete\textsuperscript{s}
6) Industrial deigns; and
7) Layout designs of integrated circuits.

Of course there are overlaps between these categories. For example, a computer program may be patentable and is protected by copyright.

The TRIPS Agreement provides relatively high minimum standards for each of the main categories of intellectual property rights, establishes standards of protection and enforcement, and provides for the application of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism to resolve disputes between WTO Members. In the field of copyright, the Berne Convention for the protection of literary and artistic works (as revised in 1971) also lacks effective enforcement provisions.\textsuperscript{228}

Specifically, the TRIPS Agreement contains minimum substantive standards for protection of copyright and neighboring rights. The TRIPS Agreement incorporates the substantive standards of the Berne Convention. But it goes beyond to establish higher and more specific norm of protection for copyright and neighboring right.\textsuperscript{229} The minimum substantive standards required from WTO Members include:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{227} Ibid
\item \textsuperscript{228} Id, p.698
\item \textsuperscript{229} Id, p.705
\end{itemize}
-to give full recognition to the copyright regime of the Berne Convention\textsuperscript{230};
-to include computer program as copyrightable subject matter as the term used in the
Berne Convention\textsuperscript{231};
-to observe the minimum term of copyright protection which is 50 years from the end of
the calendar year of making or publication\textsuperscript{232};
-to provide a limited exception to copyright protection for certain special cases which do
not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the
legitimate interest of the right holder.\textsuperscript{233}

TRIPS Agreement also sets out standards of enforcement of intellectual property rights.
Enforcement must be effective as well as fair and equitable.\textsuperscript{234} These enforcement
measures must include civil and administrative remedies, criminal remedies, and border
(custom) measures.\textsuperscript{235}

The TRIPS Agreement contains general non-discrimination obligations of MFN (Most
favored nation) and national treatment principles for WTO members.
The dispute settlement process, as provided for in the Dispute Settlement Understanding
(DSU) of the WTO Agreement, applies to the settlement of disputes arising under the
TRIPS Agreement.\textsuperscript{236}

A council for Trade –Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights is established to
monitor the operation of the TRIPS Agreement . The council is composed of
representatives of each of the WTO Members.\textsuperscript{237}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[230] TRIPS Agreement, Article 9.
\item[231] Id, Article 10
\item[232] Id, Article 12
\item[233] Id, Article 13
\item[234] Id, p. 706
\item[235] Mitsuo Matsushita, note 25, p. 732.
\item[236] TRIPS Agreement, Article 64(1).
\item[237] Ibid, Article 68
\end{footnotes}
The TRIPS Agreement requires, WTO Members, compliance with certain multilateral conventions administered by WIPO. WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization), a specialized agency of the United Nations whose mandate is to promote the protection of intellectual property, administers some 23 intellectual properties including the Berne Convention.\footnote{Mitsuo Matsushita, note 25, p. 698.}

The incorporation of WIPO conventions in to the TRIPS Agreement subjects them to the TRIPS Agreement dispute settlement regime and allows WTO panels to interpret WIPO conventions. This authority has the potential to create conflicts between WIPO and the WTO.\footnote{Ibid, p. 724}

As part of its incorporation of the Berne Convention’s minimum standards, the TRIPS Agreement requires that members provide for exceptions to the copyright owner’s exclusive right to authorize reproductions of his work.\footnote{Tyler G. Newby, note 14, p. 1635.}

Coming to the specific topic, the TRIPS Agreement sets a minimum standard for member countries in providing copyright exceptions. In addition to adopting Berne Article 9(2)’s limitation on the scope of these exceptions,\footnote{Article 9(2), of the Berne Convention states that “it shall be a matter for legislation, in the countries of the union, to permit the reproduction of such works, in certain special cases, provided that such reproduction does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interest of the author”.} Article 13 of the TRIPS Agreement expressly limits the scope of exceptions that members may create to any exclusive right of the copyright owner.\footnote{Tyler G. Newby, note 14, p. 1635.}

Countries can provide exceptions to special cases unless they conflict with the normal exploitation of the work and unreasonably prejudice the interest of the author. Article 13 of the TRIPS Agreement reads as follows:
“Members shall confine limitations or exceptions to exclusive rights to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder”.

Thus member countries should comply with these minimum standards in providing exceptions to exclusive right of copyright owner by their national law or in implementing the TRIPS Agreement. The scope of exceptions to the exclusive rights of authors and copyright owners are restricted by Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention and Article 13 of the TRIPS Agreement. But the language of Article 13 of the TRIPS is more restrictive than Berne. The phrase “shall confine” justifies this. In addition, the Berne article is only provides the exception to reproduction right of the author, but TRIPS Article 13 applies to exceptions to any exclusive right of the author.243

Furthermore, the general provision of the TRIPS Agreement provides that WTO members can adopt measures to protect public health and the public interests that are consistent with TRIPS obligations. Article 8 of the TRIPS Agreement provide the following:

1) Members may, in formulating or amending their laws and regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement.

2) Appropriate measures, provided that they are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, may be needed to prevent the abuse of intellectual property rights by right holders or the resort to practices which unreasonably restrain trade or adversely affect the international transfer of technology.

So the above all shows that the TRIPS Agreement permits fair practice to be one exception to the exclusive right of the owner of copyright. Finding of fair practice often

243 Id, p. 1648.
imply important public policy considerations, so that it requires a very liberal reading of TRIPS Article 13 and Berne Article 9(2).  

Negotiators in the Uruguay round of GATT recognized the absence of a well defined international fair practice standard, and the creation of such a standard was an issue in the drafting of the TRIPS Agreement. However, the final draft of the TRIPS Agreement merely adopted the already existing Berne articles and expanded the limitation found in Berne article 9(2).

4.4. The three step test limits

The above international copyright conventions provided minimum standards for Member countries in applying copyright exceptions. Member countries in providing copyright exceptions by their national legislation or in implementing international copyright conventions they have to observe the minimum standards. The minimum standards used as tests to see the compliance of member countries. International copyright conventions, specifically Berne, TRIPS, and WIPO copyright treaty considered in this paper, provide the following three tests. They are cumulative requirements for exceptions and limitations to exclusive rights. These tests are:

i) exception should be given to certain special cases

ii) copying should not conflict with the normal exploitation of the work; and

iii) Copying should not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interest of the author.

These three tests are used to search for the appropriate balance between rights of copyright owner and the public interest in access to copyrighted works. Too many limitations to the exclusive right affect the economic interest of the copyright owner. On

---

244 Id, p. 1636.
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the other hand certain exceptions, like for education, are desired to advance the public good.\textsuperscript{248}

Unfortunately, the conventions offer no guidance as to what constitute a “special case”, a “normal exploitation of the work”, or a “legitimate interest of the author”. The determination of these standards is left to member countries or in the event of conflict between countries, to an ICJ or WTO panel. The vagueness of the tests creates a problem on the purposes of the international copyright conventions: establishing minimum international standards.\textsuperscript{249}

However, some explanation can be given by referring to the ruling of WTO Panel. With regard to the first test, i.e. the concept of ‘certain special cases’, it prohibits broad exceptions of general application. By Article 13 of TRIPS limitations should be clear and narrow in scope.\textsuperscript{250} The exceptions should only be made to certain specific cases, not in broad or for all cases. The term ‘special’ is in the sense that the exceptions, considered by national laws, should be justified by clear reason of public policy or other exceptional circumstances. Education or research could be one public policy reason that justifies exception. And the term ‘special’ also indicates the scope of exceptions should be narrow. Even the term ‘certain’ would tell us that it did not indicate to all cases in which exceptions might be permissible.\textsuperscript{251}

Coming to the second test: ’conflict with the normal exploitation of the work’, the use of a work by other persons should not conflict with the normal exploitation by the owner.

\textsuperscript{248} Ibid
\textsuperscript{249} Tyler G. Newby, note 14, p. 1647.
\textsuperscript{250} Peter Van Den Bossche, note 47, p. 768.
\textsuperscript{251} Roger Knights, Limitations and Exceptions under the ‘Three Step Test’ and in National Legislation –Differences Between the Analog and Digital Environments, presented on regional workshop on copyright and related rights in the information age organized by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in cooperation with Copyright Council of the Ministry of Education and Culture of the Eastern Republic of Uruguay, Montevideo, September 13 and 14, 2000.
Such conflict exists when use of the work result in economic competition with the ways the copyright owner normal exploitation of the economic value from his right. If the copyrighted work copied without the consent of the owner and made available to the market and this reduced the sale opportunities of the owner, it conflicts with the normal exploitation of the work. But if the copying is for the purpose of research, it may not conflict. The normal exploitation of the work’ refers to the rights given by copyright law to the owner to increase his income. The exceptions should not deprive such rights.

At last, the third test: 'unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interest of the right holder’, signifies that exceptions and limitations should not cause to unreasonable loss to the income of the copyright owner. Public policy reasons, like teaching or research, may cause to reasonable loss to copyright owner. But, a heavily commercial use of the work would not be consistent with this test. The term ‘unreasonable prejudice’ indicates us that any exception would cause prejudice to the interest of the owner. So the term ‘prejudice’ has to be qualified, otherwise no exception would be permissible. The TRIPS Panel reaches to the conclusion that ‘prejudice to the legitimate interest of the right holder reaches an unreasonable level if an exception causes, or has a potential to cause, an unreasonable loss of income to the right holder’. The scale of loss to the right holder is the determining factor in judging whether the exception is unreasonable or not.

These discussions of the three step test are not full and conclusive. Many questions may be raised and further discussion can be made. For this, full reading of the TRIPS Panel on EU/US case is quite vital. Any national legislator and country member to the TRIPS Agreement better to look at the ruling of the panel on three step requirements.
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Chapter five: Fair practice under copyright law of Ethiopia: special emphasis on education

5.1. Brief history of copyright in Ethiopia

In Ethiopia, intellectual property in general and copyright in particular is a very recent development compared to other countries, pioneers of it. It was not introduced for a long period of time. The introduction of policy, legal and institutional framework in the country relating to intellectual property is a recent phenomenon.\(^{257}\)

This is because the importance of IP protection and the resulting economic benefits was not well aware and was not accorded the proper concern in Ethiopia and by the developing countries as a whole.\(^{258}\)

The art of printing was introduced to Ethiopia in the reign of Emperor Menelik II. Emperor Menelik II was the first in introducing printing machine in 1898 E.c, with the aim of expanding education and for the reproduction of books. Printing of Magazine (“AEMIROGAZETA”), proclamation and notices of the government to a limited extent started in time of Emperor Menelik II. But, before that there are books, many of which are religious, written manually (called “kum tsihuf” in Amharic).\(^{259}\) Religious books written in foreign language were translated in to the language of the country. There are also many religious drawings and paintings. The books, drawings, and paintings were considered to be as public domain and serve the purpose of the religion (Ethiopian Orthodox Church).\(^{260}\) But, copying of such religious and philosophical books and


\(^{258}\) Ibid.
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distributing of them to the public were so difficult since there were no printing machines and the numbers of literate persons were too low.\textsuperscript{261}

In time of Emperor Haile Selassie modified printing machines and additional printing enterprises were introduced. Even after the introduction of art of printing, copyright and protection of the author was not given recognition for long time. In 1927(E.C.) Emperor Haile Selassie provided a rule for printing of magazines and books. The aim of this law is not for the protection of copyright to authors. Rather it is provided to censor printers and the writings of authors (part 8 of the 1927 law for printing of magazines and books). Even though this law does not have a provision to protect authors, it can be said that it is the first legislation in the art of printing.\textsuperscript{262} At this time, let alone fair practice exception, the main body of the copyright law was not known.

The first organized rule on copyright was given in 1960. The 1960 Civil Code of Ethiopia, consisting of 28 provisions on the title literary and artistic ownership was provided.\textsuperscript{263} The civil code in addition provided certain provisions concerning publishing contracts dealing with the transfer or assignment of copyright.\textsuperscript{264} Certain copyright notions are provided in the civil code. There are also some exceptions to the exclusive right of the author. But there is no mention of fair practice in any of the provisions. On the other hand, some of the provisions can be added to constitute substantively part of fair practice.\textsuperscript{265} The 1957 penal code also used to protect copyright. In case of copyright infringement, the penal code had a provision of penal remedies.

However, the laws were not sufficient to cover all issues relating to copyright and to effectively protect the right of authors and owners of copyright. When time passes and

\textsuperscript{261} Blaten Geta Mahiteme Selassie W/Meskel, note 3.
\textsuperscript{262} Id, p. 685.
\textsuperscript{263} From Article 1647-1674 of the 1960 Civil Code of Ethiopia
\textsuperscript{264} From Article 2672-2697 of the 1960 Civil Code of Ethiopia
\textsuperscript{265} The Civil Code allows reproduction for private use, analysis, and press review (Art.1660). Short quotations are also permissible (Art.1661). and parody, pastiches or caricature are out of the exclusive right of the author (Art.1654 (3)). Other public interest considerations are also provided in the civil code.
technology develops, changing the existing laws is necessary to accommodate new situations and creative.

At present, the country has no consolidated national intellectual property policy. But, the 1997 cultural policy clearly states the need for protection of copyright in order to promote the creation of literary and artistic works.

Primarily, the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) constitution recognizes the protection of intellectual property. According to the FDRE constitution, matters relating to intellectual property (patent and copyright) are given to the Federal Government. As a result, the House of Peoples’ Representatives is empowered to enact law on copyright. The Council of Ministers is made to be responsible for the protection of copyright.

In addition, the FDRE constitution under its cultural objectives provision (i.e. Art 91(3)) obliges the Federal Government to support the development of copyright. It states that “Government shall have the duty to the extent its resources permit to support the development of the arts, science and technology”. The words “arts”, “science”, and “technology” constitute part of intellectual property. Specifically the words “arts” and “science” refers to works covered under copyright.

The administration of intellectual property at first had been in fragmented manner. The administration of matters related to patents, utility models and industrial design was by Ethiopian Science and Technology Commission. Copyright had been handled by the Ministry of youth, sport and culture and the ministry of trade and industry administered trademarks.

---
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On April 8, 2003, the administration of intellectual property becomes in one umbrella and as a result the Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office (EIPO) established as an autonomous government body by the proclamation No. 320/2003.\(^{271}\)

Then a better proclamation to protect copyright and related rights (herein after referred to as Proclamation No.410/2004 throughout the paper) was enacted in 2004.\(^{272}\) This new proclamation introduced new concepts and rights, widened the scope of copyright and related rights, and provided a better mechanism of enforcement and protection of copyright. This copyright proclamation better than the civil code included comprehensively all matters related to copyrights and is consistent with the requirements of international conventions.\(^{273}\)

The proclamation, without the requirement of prior registration, provides protection of literary works, musical works, artistic works, maps and technical drawings, photographic works, cinematographic works, and computer programs. The proclamation introduced the moment of “fixation”\(^{274}\) than “publication” to protect the copyright.\(^{275}\)

The new Ethiopian Criminal Code Proclamation No.414/2004 also applies in addition to Proclamation No.410/2004 to protect infringement of rights relating to literary, artistic or creative works.\(^{276}\)

---

\(^{271}\) Id, P. 30


\(^{273}\) Getachew Mengistie, note 1, p. 23.

\(^{274}\) In copyright law, a work is “fixed” in a tangible medium of expression when its embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration. A work consisting of sounds, images, or both that are being transmitted is “fixed” for purposes of this title if a fixation of the work is being made simultaneously with its transmission. (Black’s Law Dictionary, 6\(^{th}\)ed).

\(^{275}\) Proclamation No.410/2004, Article 6(1b).And Mandefro Eshete and Mola Mengistu, supra note 28, argue that this fixation requirement is not important for the country since it negatively affects the interest of people who create copyrightable works but does not have access to new technology. But it creates opportunity to others who have the access to technologies to benefit easily from which they did not create.

\(^{276}\) Art.721(1) of the Criminal code of Ethiopia provides that “whoever ,apart from cases punishable more severely by another provision of this code, intentionally violates laws ,regulations or rules
Of course, Ethiopia is not a member to almost all multilateral international conventions on intellectual property. The only exception is that in 1982 accepted the 1981 Nairobi Treaty on the protection of the Olympic symbol. And in 1998 the country only acceded the convention establishing the world intellectual property organization (WIPO). That means the country is simply a member to WIPO. By now the government of Ethiopia is interested to make the country be member to international convention on intellectual property. This can be derived from the country’s application to join the WTO (World Trade Organization). Ethiopia applied to join the WTO and its application was accepted in February 2003. Being a member to WTO will make the country automatically a member to the TRIPS agreement since the TRIPS agreement become part of WTO. So, to be WTO consistent, the country’s IP laws must recognize and meet the requirements provided under the TRIPS which are a multilateral treaty on IP including copyright.

5.2. General rules and exceptions under the new proclamation

As it is stated in previous chapters, the governing legislation for the protection of artistic and literary works in Ethiopia is proclamation No. 410/2004, which is a proclamation to protect copyright and neighboring rights.

Art. 3 (7) of the Proclamation No. 410/2004 of Ethiopia states that copyright is an intangible, incorporeal right so that the copyright protection does not extend to the ownership of the material object which constitute the work. Copyright in a work gives right that are distinct from ownership of the physical form of the original work: the manuscript, letter, painting or whatever.

---
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The Proclamation on Article 2 (8), defines copyrights as: “an economic right subsisting in a work and where appropriate includes moral right of an author.”

That means a copyright is an economic and moral rights granted to the author that subsists in a work. The same proclamation, on Article 2(30), defines the meaning of “work”. According to this provision a “work” means a production in the literacy, scientific and artistic fields. These productions are also listed in the proclamation.

However, the proclamation on Article 5(1) provides that the protection does not extend to:

“Any idea, procedures, system, method of operation, concept, formula, numerical tables and forms of general use, principle, discovery or mere date, even if expressed, described, explained, illustrated or embodied in a work”.

The proclamation requires the work to have some tangible form. This means the copyright law requires the work to be fixed in order to be protected.279 According to Article 2(11) of the proclamation “fixation” means the embodiment of works, images, sounds, or representations there of in order to be perceived, reproduced, or communicated through a device prepared for the purpose.

In addition the proclamation provides the requirement of originality to entitle a protection to a work.280

The proclamation also protects secondary works and they are called “derivative works”. 281

Neither notice nor registration is a requirement to get copyright protection in Ethiopia.

279 Proclamation No. 410/2004, Article 6 (1b).
280 Proclamation No.410/2004, Article 6 (1a)
281 Proclamation No.410/2004., Article 4.By this article translations , adaptations ,arrangements, Other transformations or modifications of works and collection of works such as encyclopedia or anthologies or data bases are protected.
The proclamation also gives definition of author and it says the author means the person who has intellectually created a work.²⁸² But, it doesn’t directly define a “joint authorship”. But, the same definition can be derived from the definition of “a work of joint ownership” provided under Article 2(29) of the proclamation.

The moral right of author is protected under Article 8 of the proclamation. The forms of moral right that are protected by this proclamation include:

-the right to claim authorship of his work

-the right to remain anonymous or to use pseudonym

-the right to object any distortion, mutilation or other alteration of his work; and

-the right to decide up on making the work public

The proclamation also provides that the original owner of the economic rights is the author who created the work, or the co-authors where the work is created by several author, or the person who directed the work in case of “collective work”.²⁸³ Exceptions to this rule in case of employment and to the works of audiovisual are provided under the proclamation.²⁸⁴

The owner of the copyrighted work has the right to either assign or license it. The assignment and licensing of economic right of the owner of copyright is provided under part-four, beginning from Article 23 of copyright proclamation of Ethiopia.

The proclamation also gives the right to the author to remain anonymous or to use pseudonym. In such a case the publisher of the work is presumed to represent the author to exercise and enforce the moral and economic rights of him.²⁸⁵

²⁸² Proclamation No.410/2004, Article 2 (2)
²⁸³ Proclamation No.410/2004, Article 21 (1), (2), and (3)
²⁸⁴ Ibid, Art. 21(4) and (5)
²⁸⁵ Proclamation No.410/2004, Article 22(3)
The proclamation does not define clearly the term infringement. It simply provides the enforcement provisions for the infringement of copyright and neighboring rights protected by the proclamation. However, one can get the definition of infringement impliedly from Article 7 of the proclamation. Art 7 of the proclamation provides acts exclusively given to the author or owner of a work. So, since the acts are exclusively given to the owner of work, other persons are excluded from doing those acts in relation to the work of the owner. If they did those acts, it means, impliedly, infringing the rights of the owner of a work and so that the enforcement provisions will apply.

The proclamation provides for the exclusive right for the copyright owner as well as limits or exceptions to it. Article 7 of the proclamation states that the copyright owner has the exclusive right to carry out or authorize another third parties acts like:
- Reproduction and translation of the work;
- Adaptation, arrangement or other transformation of the work;
- Distribution of the work to the public;
- Importation of the work; and
- Public display, performance, broadcast, and other communication of the work to public

These are only given to the owner and third parties are restricted from doing such acts as it is stated under the copyright and neighboring rights proclamation. However, the proclamation also provides exceptions to the above exclusive right of the copyright owner beginning from Art. 9. The exceptions include:

i) Reproduction for personal purposes
Art. 9(1) of the proclamation puts a limit on the owner of a copyright and provides that the owner of a work can not forbid private reproduction of a published work in a single copy by a physical person exclusively for his own personal purposes.

---

286 Proclamation No.410/2004, from Article 33-36.
Here, Art. 9(2) of the proclamation provide a limit for the above exception (i.e. exception for exception). According to this sub-article, the private reproduction exception should not apply in cases of a work of architecture in the form of a building or other construction, musical work in the form of notation, work of fine art of the original or a copy made and signed by the author, and reproduction of a computer program except as provided in Article 14 of the proclamation.

Further more, this sub-article also prohibit the private reproduction of the whole or a substantial part of a data base in digital form. But, insubstantial taking of a database in digital form for personal purpose is permitted.

In addition, Art. 9(2c) of the proclamation provides that the private reproduction for personal purposes should not conflict with or unreasonably harm the normal exploitation of the copyrighted work or the legitimate interest of the author.

ii) Quotation

Art. 10(1) of the proclamation provides that the copyright owner cannot forbid the reproduction of a quotation of a published work. But, sub-Article (2) provides a limit and it say that “the quotation shall be compatible with fair practice and does not exceed the extent justified by the purpose”. But, here, what practices constitute fair is not known.

iii) Reproduction for the purpose of teaching

Article 11(1) of the proclamation prescribes that the owner of copyright cannot forbid a reproduction of a published work or sound recording for the purpose of teaching. The user, in such a case, should not exceed a fair practice and the extent justified by the purpose and should indicate the source and the name of the author of the work. This will be discussed here under in detail.

iv) Reproduction by libraries, archives and similar institution
Art. 12(1) of the proclamation provides that the owner of copyright cannot forbid a reproduction of a work by a library, archive, memorial hall, museum or similar institutions. This article also provides a limits and general guiding principles in applying the exception. The limits and guidelines include:

- The activity of the institutions should not be, directly or indirectly for profit;
- The reproduction by library or archive has to be solely for the purpose of study, scholarship or private research;
- The reproduction has to be once and if repeated it has to be on separate and unrelated occasion;
- The act or reproduction has to be done only if there is no administrative organization which can afford a collective license of reproduction;
- The copy has to be made to preserve, to replace or copy or a copy which has been lost, destroyed or rendered unusable; and
- If it is impossible to obtain a copy under reasonable conditions.

The above guidelines would tell us that one cannot simply reproduce a copyrighted work with out limit. These guidelines are exhaustive. But they have to be illustrative by including the phrase fair practice. The institutions should be allowed to reproduce a work if it is done with fair practice.

V) Reproduction, broadcasting and other communication to the public for information purposes

Art. 13 of the proclamation provides an exception to the exclusive right of copyright owner and states that it is permitted to reproduce the work of another in a newspaper or periodical or broadcasting or other communication to the public. The works could be of an article published in a newspaper or periodical on current economic, political, social, religious or on similar topics.

And this exception also include the reproduction, broadcasting or other communications to the public of short excerpts of a work seen or heard for the purpose of reporting current events. In addition, it is possible to reproduce in a newspaper or periodical or
broadcasting or other communication to the public of a political speech, lecture, address, sermons or other similar work delivered in public or a speech delivered during legal proceedings for the purpose of providing current information.

**Vi) Reproduction and Adaptation of Computer Program**

According to Article 14(1) of the proclamation, the owner of copyright cannot forbid a single copy of reproduction or adaptation of computer program subject to limits provided in sub-article (2).

Furthermore, the proclamation also provided other exceptions to the exclusive right of the owner. Importation for personal purpose (Art. 15) and private performance (Art. 16) of a copyrighted work are allowed under the proclamation. The issues of exhaustion also settled by the proclamation and Article 19 states that a copy of a published work may be redistributed by means of sale if once it is sold to the public.

Exhaustion means once the published work is put in the market, the owner of this copyrighted work has no a power to control it concerning the sold work. It is considered that the owner exhausted his right. Here according to the proclamation No.410/2004, now Ethiopia follows the principle of national (territorial) exhaustion. Importation of the original or copies of the work is exclusively given to owner of copyright. So parallel importation is not allowed. Parallel import means importing a work copyrighted from abroad available at low price. This would be possible if the country’s copyright system follows the principle of international exhaustion. It is better to adopt the later one for our country.

And the case of compulsory license is also provided under Article 17 of the proclamation.

---


288 Ibid, and see also Mandefro Eshte and Mola Mengistu, Exception and Limitations under the Ethiopian Copyright Regime: An Assessment of the Impact on Expansion of Education.

289 Exceptionally, Article 15 of the proclamation allows importation for personal purpose.
Concerning the protection of performers, producers of sound recording and broadcasting organizations, Article 32 of the proclamation provide an exception on their exclusive right. So that using the work of another is allowed for the purpose of providing current information, for scientific research, solely for the purpose of face-to-face teaching activities and case under which the exceptions are stated under part II (the above exceptions, from Art. 9-19) of the proclamation. But, the using of short excerpts for reporting current events has to be done to the extent justified by the purpose of providing current information (Art. 32(a) of the proclamation).

The proclamation No.410/2004 does not also settle issues relating to new technologies and challenges such as internet. Only computer program and data bases are included.

The Ethiopian proclamation to protect copyright and neighboring rights, No. 410/2004 provide exceptions and limits to the exceptions of copyright as it is stated in the above. With in such exceptions and limits to the exceptions, it also introduces the standard “fair practice” which is similar to “fair dealing” and “fair use” in British and U.S.A. legal systems, respectively. The following topics focus on this later important concept particular to education in copyright.

5.3. Fair practice exception

Coming to the main topic, fair practice, the Proclamation introduced the standard. But, the phrase fair practice is mentioned in the proclamation only twice without defining and providing substantive standard to apply it. The proclamation provided the fair practice exception only for the cases of two exceptions: the cases of quotation and reproduction for teaching.

The problems here are two fold. First, the fair practice standard is not provided for other exceptions provided by the proclamation. Second, the meaning and the standards to interpret and apply the fair practice are not provided in the proclamation.
The standards which help to interpret and apply the fair practice are provided extensively in the U.S copyright Act, section 107. Even the standards are not exhaustive. The standards and the non-exhaustive nature of them help the judges to entertain each case in relation to various public policy reasons.

Providing standards to fair practice concept under the Ethiopian copyright proclamation helps the judges to consider various social, economical, and political policies of the country in entertaining each case. For instance, the country has several social policies in areas like education and health. Since the country is under developed, there are problems relating to education and health. The country has policies to expand education and betterment of health care. So, providing standards to fair practice have an impact on these policies. Allowing reproduction of books, for example, for the purpose of expanding education, research and experiment has a positive impact in fulfilling social objectives of the country. At the same time, the job of judges becomes easy in interpreting and applying the fair practice standard to individual cases.

The country, by the Proclamation No.410/2004, seems to follow a mixture of Anglo-Saxon and continental Europe trend relating to copyright exceptions and their limits. Like continental Europe the proclamation lists those copyright exceptions and their limits. At the same time, even if it is for two exceptions only, like Anglo-Saxon, introduces the standard fair practice.

A modern copyright law has to incorporate important concepts either from civil law or common law tradition. The international conventions even attempted to reconcile the differences and provide a mild position.\(^{290}\) And as a back fire, these international conventions influenced national laws who follow either of the two traditions.

\(^{290}\) An economic history of copyright in Europe and the Untied States, [http://eh.net/encyclopedia/article/khan.compyright.accessed](http://eh.net/encyclopedia/article/khan.compyright.accessed) on June 18, 2009
Ethiopia is also influenced by this process of copyright at international level. Attempts were made to comply with the Berne Convention by the proclamation No.410/2004. The Berne Convention requires members to meet the minimum standards set by it.  

Concerning the specific topic, in providing the exceptions, the trend of both civil law and common law is incorporated in the proclamation. Listing the exceptions and limits to the exception is a civil law trend. And the standard fair practice, its origin and development, is common law. These two trends are incorporated in the proclamation. The exceptions and limits to the exception are listed and at the same time the fair practice concept is also introduced.

The proclamation does not provide the fair practice standard for important exceptions like cases of criticism, review, libraries, archives and similar institutions. But, fair practice exception is a known exception in other countries in cases of, library, research and experiment. Because fair practice covers a broad range of subject matter, this paper focuses on one area, i.e. education.

### 5.4. Fair practice in education

#### 5.4.1. About education in general

Education has a broad meaning. It does not only indicate the instruction given or received. Black’s Law Dictionary puts in its broadest sense and it defines that it “comprehends not merely the instruction received at school or college, but the whole course of training; moral, religious, vocational, intellectual and physical”  

But for the purpose of this paper, the writer wants to focus on the instruction given and received at college, university, and other higher educational establishments.

---

291 Fair practice introduced under Article 10 (quotation) and Article 11 (reproduction for teaching) is almost copied from Berne Convention.

292 Black’s Law Dictionary, 6th Ed.
Education is a basic human right and recognized as such since the 1948 adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Since then, numerous human rights treaties have reaffirmed this right. The right of access to education and the right to quality education are mainly promoted by UNESCO.

Education is basic to support one’s self and family and it is linked with health and well-being. And quality education addresses socio-economic needs.

Since education is basic human rights, it forms important policy of many countries of the world. The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) constitution recognized this basic right and forms part of human and democratic rights provisions. Art.41 of this constitution under its economic, social, and cultural rights provision included this basic right, education. The social objectives provision of the constitution strengthens and forms the basic policy objective of the country, Ethiopia.

In Ethiopia, education, even if it is a basic human rights and forms part of important policy of the country, is not expanded and still now there are many illiterate individuals. The government is trying to ensure education for all and quality education to meet the millennium development goals by the year 2015. So, it can definitely be said that education is the basic policy of the country. And it is important to imagine what a role a copyright system can play in education. Copyright law has an impact on the development and expansion of education.

---

293 The Right to Education, http://www.global actionforchildren.org/issues/basic-education/?gclid=cjpjhlvc_z0cfv, visited on September 21, 2009
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297 Art.41(4) of the FDRE constitution states that “the state has the obligation to allocate ever increasing resources to provide the public health, education and other social services”
298 Art.90(1) of the FDRE constitution states that “to the country’s resources permit, policies shall aim to provide all Ethiopians access to public health and education, clean water, housing, food and social security”.
5.4.2. What is education in copyright?

The main objective of protecting copyright is not only, simply, rewarding the copyright author or owner. Promoting and expanding education for the benefit of the public is also the main objective of protecting copyright. The copyright system allow the way others to learn from the creative works of prior author so that to develop their own new works. The copyright system allows for the public to have access to new creative works and get information which is learning—education.

Intellectual property law, particularly copyright law, is meant to accelerate the growth of knowledge and science. This can be attained, one, by encouraging creative individuals by rewarding limited monopoly over their work. Second, is by limiting the monopolistic control of the author and allowing others to have fair access to their works to develop new work important to the society. This second objective of copyright law is best reflected by educators and educational institutions.299

Thus by copyright system it can definitely be said that education would be promoted. Promoting education is also the objective of copyright law. Copyright has a special relation with education.

The objective of American copyright law is to “promote the progress of science and useful arts”. This is stated in their constitution.300 The progress of science means the progress of knowledge—learning—education. So by copyright law science will be promoted and as a result progress or development in knowledge—learning—education will be attained. This is the main objective behind protecting copyright.

The FDRE constitution also provides the same. The constitutional purpose behind intellectual property laws, including copyright law, is to support the development of arts,
science, and technology. This responsibility is given to the Federal Government. And the House of Peoples’ Representative (HPR) has given the copyright law to discharge its responsibility.

The preamble of the proclamation No.410/2004 reflects what is stated in the above. The reason behind protecting literary, artistic, and similar creative works is to enhance cultural, social, and economic development of the country, Ethiopia. one of the important social objective of the country is education. So, one important objective of Ethiopian copyright law is to promote educational development in the country. The primary concern of the proclamation is not rewarding the copyright owner. The primary concern is enhancing cultural, social, and economic development. But, these can be achieved, one, by rewarding the copyright owner. Therefore, copyright system can be taken as a core tool in ensuring the right to education. So, education should be given due attention in copyright situation.

In many jurisdictions, the issue of education is recognized in their copyright law. The same is also true under international copyright conventions. One of the important exception to the exclusive right of the copyright owner is education. One of the major issue raised by developing countries at Stockholm and Paris revision of Berne convention and universal copyright convention (UCC), respectively, is education. And as a result exception to the exclusive right of the copyright owner for the purpose of education is allowed.

301 Art.91 (3) of the FDRE constitution states that “government shall have the duty, to the extent its resources permit, to support the development of the arts, science, and technology”.
302 Article 51 (19) of the FDRE constitution
303 Proclamation No.410/2004, A Proclamation to Protect Copyright and Neighboring Rights of the FDRE.
304 Id,Art.55(2g)
305 Paragraph one of the preamble, of Proclamation No.410/2004, states that “literary, artistic and similar creative works have a major role to enhance the cultural, social, economic, scientific and technological development of a country”.
The Ethiopian copyright law also provided education to be an exception to the exclusive right of the copyright owner. 307 Accordingly, reproduction by persons other than the owner for the purpose of teaching is allowed. But this exception is not free, it has a limit. This limit is fair practice. 308 Finding of fair practice imply important public policy considerations. 309 Education is one of the important policies of the public of every country, even more to Ethiopia as a least developed country.

5.4.3. What is fair practice in education?

The fair practice standard does not work for all purposes. There have to be special purposes justifying fair practice exception. The known special areas, in other jurisdictions, which justify fair practice exception to the exclusive right of the owner of copyright are:

- fair practice for the purpose of research or private study
- Fair practice for the purpose of criticism or review
- Fair practice for the purpose of reporting current events
- Education; and
- Libraries and archives

The concern of this paper is education. Fair practice is essential to education, research, and scholarship. Everyone at the educational institutions, especially University, should be aware of the implications of copyright law and the critical role of fair practice of copyrighted material in the teaching, research, and scholarship. 310

307 Art.11 of the proclamation No.410/2004
308 Ibid
Fair practice is not limited to any particular group of users as many other limitations are. But some groups, such as educational institutions and non-profit libraries, enjoy greater latitude under fair practice than other users of copyrighted works.\footnote{\textsuperscript{311}}

The Ethiopian copyright proclamation No.410/2004 recognizes the fair practice exception to education. Article 11(1) of the proclamation prescribes that the owner of copyright cannot forbid a reproduction of a published work or sound recording for the purpose of teaching. The user, in such a case, should not exceed a fair practice and the extent justified by the purpose and should indicate the source and the name of the author of the work. The full reading of the provision is the following:

**Article 11: reproduction for teaching**

(1) Notwithstanding the provision of Article 7(1) (a) of this proclamation the owner of copyright cannot forbid, without exceeding fair practice and the extent justified by the purpose, a reproduction of a published work or sound recording for the purpose of teaching.

(2) A copy made in accordance with the preceding sub-Article shall indicate, as far as practicable, the sources of the work or sound recording reproduced and the name of the author.

This exception is limited only to reproduction right. What about other rights in copyright, such as translation and other rights? These rights, other than reproduction right, have to be included in the provision. In addition the word “teaching” should not be interpreted narrowly – face to face teaching. It has to also include other modes of teaching which forms part of education. Narrow interpretation is not the intention of the legislation which is important to our country to develop and expand education. If otherwise be the intention of the legislature, it has to define the word narrowly as it is provided under Article 32(c) of proclamation No.410/2004.

\footnote{\textsuperscript{311}} Supra note 43.
Some individuals may think that they can use a copyrighted work without limit if it is for the purpose of education. But the law does not say so. Even if the proclamation provides exception to the exclusive right of the owner for the purpose of education, it also puts a fair practice limit. So why the fair practice limits is provided in the proclamation. Let us take copying for the purpose of education is permitted without limit, what will be the benefit of, fore example, the writer who wrote a book totally important in educational area. Do writers be encouraged to write books useful at educational areas without benefiting from it? If it is so, issue of copyright is nothing for them. Rather we have to give meaning to the phrase fair practice.

In Ethiopia there are shortage of both teaching as well as reference materials in higher educational public institutions. The budget allocated to higher education is not sufficient, even if it is more compared to the capacity of the country. The intake of the institutions is increasing from year to year. But the allocation of budget to each student is decreasing from year to year. The major ingredients of quality education such as learning resources (journals, reference materials, text books, and internet services) and facilities like library are in shortage in higher education institutions of Ethiopia. These problems imply the public interest in education. So this interest of the public has to be balanced with the interest of the copyright owner.

5.4.3.1. The awareness to copyright rules and exceptions

Some individuals think that copying the work of another for educational purpose is free. On the other hand, some of them do not know what the law says so and even may not know the basic principle of law, that is, ignorance of law is not an excuse.

---
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Table-II below shows the awareness of my respondents to copyright rules and exceptions particularly fair practice in cases of education. Majority of the respondents simply suspect the existence of copyright limitations in using copyrighted materials, but they don’t know the exact provisions and what it says. They don’t know about their rights and limits in using copyrighted materials in cases of education. They don’t know the fair practice limit. Even they were not aware as if it is stated in the proclamation to protect copyright. Since they did not know about fair practice, only 28% of respondents responded to the question whether the phrase fair practice stated in the proclamation is clear or not. Out of which the majority reply that it is not clear. The amazing thing here is that majority of the respondents do not know whether there is a policy or not in their institution to use a copyrighted material. It can be implied from the response that if they don’t know the existence, there is no policy. If there is, they have been aware of it. So it can be said that in the majority of the institutions, there is no policy in using copyrighted materials.

Table-II Table that show the awareness of respondents on copyright exception and fair practice for the case of education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Is there a policy in your institution to use or photocopy a copyrighted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>material?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Do you know the legal limitations in using copyrighted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

www.chilot.me
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>materials?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Somehow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>781</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Do you know the limitations imposed on the copyright owner and the rights and obligations provided to users of a copyrighted material by copyright proclamation of Ethiopia?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Somehow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Do you know about fair practice limit?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Somehow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Is the fair practice stated in the copyright proclamation clear enough?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>I don’t want to specify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.3.2. The practice of users to copyrighted works

Copying the work of another for the purpose of education is a known exception to exclusive right of the copyright owner. Of course copying for education is not without limit. Some control is needed. Fair reproduction for the purpose of education is allowed. But it is not clear that whether reprographic copying\textsuperscript{314} is allowed or not. The writer of this paper suggest that reprographic copying may be permitted in certain situations like in cases of new educational establishments to fill shortage of reference materials to their libraries. This suggestion is given because reproduction of a single copy of a work for private purpose is allowed by Article 9(1) of the proclamation. The purpose of Article 11 is not to repeat what is stated in Article 9. Article 11 is provided for additional purpose than Article 9. Here an organ that is empowered to permit the reproduction of copyrighted materials with the payment of royalty has to be established. In addition, reprography of a small part for the purpose of instruction may be allowed, which is a common trend in other jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{315}

Fair practice of copyrighted materials for education extends certain rights to published and copyrighted works that are not extended otherwise. As we saw in the above, few educators fully understand copyright laws and fair practice exceptions. Others do not worry and simply uses the works of another.

Table-III shows how the respondents use the copyrighted material for the purpose of education. From the table we can read that majority of the respondents photocopy copyrighted materials and use them without limit since it is for the purpose of education. They may photocopy one paragraph or a chapter or a whole book as they want. This is because, if it is for education, they can use as they want unless they are limited by money. It is not because to respect the copyright of the owner of the work. So it is difficult to say

\textsuperscript{314} Reprography means a reproduction such as by photocopying. It has a wider meaning than simple photocopies of a work. Article 2(26) of proclamation No.410/2004 states that “reprographic reproduction means the making of facsimile copies of the original or a copy of a work by means other than printing such as photocopying, whether or not they are reduced or enlarged in scale.”

that copyright of the owner is respected by students and teachers in higher educational institutions in Addis Ababa. It seems that copyright protection doesn’t work in the territory of higher educational institutions.

Table-III Table that show the practice of respondents with regard to copyrighted materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Do you get material (books and others) for education purpose easily and in abundant?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t want to specify</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How do you get the materials?</td>
<td>By purchasing</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By photocopying</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By borrowing</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How do you practice or photocopy a copyrighted material?</td>
<td>With limits, some parts</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Without limit since it is for education</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t have experience to</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How much, the amount, you photocopy?</td>
<td>One paragraph</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One chapter</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As necessary</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5  If you photocopy as necessary why?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To respect copyright law</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3.1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1.6</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>2.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Since it depend the money I have</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Since it depends as required by education</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6  Do you differentiate between copyrighted works?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No, all the same</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>59.4</th>
<th>74</th>
<th>61.6</th>
<th>112</th>
<th>60.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes, between creative and non-creative works</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproduction (mostly by photocopying), the work of another, by a teacher or student of a small part of a work for the purpose of in class discussion might be a fair practice. The reproduction has to be only for members of the class. Even if what amount of taking is small or more is left undefined. Here even if it is difficult to provide the exact rule, it is possible to set standards which help to determine whether the taking is fair or not. These standards by no means would be definitive or determinative, but they use to balance competing interests.

Educational institutions should have policies relating to reproduction of copyright materials. Disregard for established policies that reflect copyright law could mean that copyright violation would receive no legal support.
Educators, without regard to or knowledge of copyright restrictions, sometimes duplicate materials illegally. Such copying is, in fact, stealing-taking someone's property without permission, thus depriving the author of income or control to which he/she is entitled.

Before using the work of another, one has to question himself questions like does the work is protected by copyright law, is my taking fall under fair practice or exceeds the limit of fair practice, and like questions.

Some people mistakenly believe that it's permissible to use a work (or portion of it) if an acknowledgment is provided. Acknowledgment of the source material may be a consideration in a fair practice determination, but it will not protect against a claim of infringement. Acknowledgement is not the only requirement under Article 11 of the proclamation. It is an additional to the fair practice limit.

Mere citation does not relieve the user from liability in cases of copyright infringement. In addition, a mere ownership of a book, image, software program, or other work does not automatically confer copyright ownership. The right to copy, display, or otherwise use must be specifically granted. Simply because a teacher has a book of another on his hand, does not signify he can copy or reproduce it.

5.4.3.3. Suggested solutions

Here, even if fair practice is introduced in to the proclamation, particularly to the case of education, the nature and the standards for application of it is not known.

In the above we have seen that the phrase fair practice stated in the proclamation is not clear enough. Because of lack of awareness about fair practice, majority of the respondents do not give their response to the questions categorized under solutions (Table IV). Only 42.3% of them gave their response to. Out of which the majority agree that standards have to be given by the law by considering the appropriate policy of the
country. Some of the respondents also suggest that further guidelines have to be given by higher educational institutions by taking into account the standards provided by the law.

Majority of the respondents agree that narrowing or broadening of the copyright exceptions, particularly education exception, have an impact on the expansion and development of education. That means interpreting the fair practice concept narrowly or broadly have an impact on expansion and development of education. But, some of the respondents argue that broadening or narrowing the exceptions only have an impact on education if it is known and respected by higher educational institutions’ community.

And majority of the respondents agree that the exceptions have to be broad for the purpose of education. But some of them argue that it shouldn’t be broad or narrow, rather some how the law has to favor use for the purpose of education.

**Table-IV Table that show the solutions proposed by the respondents to problem of the fair practice limit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What would be the solution?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To define fair practice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To provide standards</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To provide further guidelines by higher educational institutions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Does broadening or narrowing the exceptions have an impact on expansion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and development of education?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Should the exception be broaden or narrow for the purpose of education?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should be narrow</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should be broad</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t know</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally it can be said that the standard fair practice, particularly in cases of education, is not well known. If it is not known, how could be respected. The Federal High Court Judge, Wuhib Mamo, told me that the standard fair practice is not known here in Ethiopia. Even, to his knowledge, cases related with education did not appear before the court. Most cases that appear before the Court are related to music and audio-visual works. This happens because the standard is not known, not because it is respected by the people.

According to the Judge if cases related to education come before the Court by raising the fair practice provision, it is very difficult to interpret and apply. With out having the standards for fair practice, it is hard to decide cases come before the Court. The detail standards have to be given by the regulation. He added that since our country follow codified system (civil law approach) in which the judges are expected to refer only to the words of law, detail rule on the issue is necessary to reach at uniform decision.

The same idea is reflected by a person who is an advisor in copyright office at Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office (EIPO). He said that the copyright system as a whole in the country is a new phenomenon. By now mainly musical and audiovisual works are serious issues in the country. Literary works are not as such serious issues in the country.

---

Interview made with Wuhib Mamo, Federal High Court Judge at Lideta. Here the writer of this paper also failed to found dead files in the High Court of copyright issues related to education.
Education mainly goes with literary works. So we do not see cases related with education. And even fair practice concept is not an issue to our courts and also to our office. Even, let alone fair practice, general copyright rules and exceptions are not promoted well. So our focus is on the latter. In the future literary works, fair practice concept, and cases relating to education will be an issue. He also added that higher education institutions should have policy in using copyrighted works for the purpose of education.\textsuperscript{317}

I have also interviewed the appropriate officers of St. Mary and Alpha University Colleges. They told me that they know that their modules are being reproduced by other individuals and institutions without getting permission from them. But they do nothing to enforce their right. Of course, by now there is an interest and some activity to enforce their right.\textsuperscript{318}

Some of the authors may not be interested to use and enforce their right. They simply write book with out benefiting from it. They consider publishing of it as a success. Only the moral right remains. Others: students, teachers and libraries may photocopy without getting permission from the author.\textsuperscript{319}

The data collected show and the writer of this paper believe that general standards for fair practice in cases of education are necessary in order to ease the understanding and application of the concept. The next topic deal with the substance of these standards taken from other countries experience mainly USA which are important also for our country. These standards can be also derived from the preamble, objective, the particular provision (i.e. Article 11), and total spirit of the

\textsuperscript{317} Interview made with advisor in copyright office at Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office (EIPO).

\textsuperscript{318} Interview, with St. Mary’s Distance Education Academic Wing Officer and Administrative head of Alpha University College.

\textsuperscript{319} Interview made with instructor in Science Faculty, Addis Ababa University, who wrote a book used for education. He said that I’m not eager as such to benefit from the book. Primarily I wrote the book not for gain. Since the people are poor I do not expect that. Students, teachers and libraries of higher education reproduce with out getting permission from me. But in general he suggested that a fair practice that benefits both the authors and the educators has to be done.
Proclamation No.410/2004. In addition the writer refers to foreign experience and materials for better explanation.

5.4.4. Standards of fair practice in education

The standard fair practice is dynamic in nature. It involves weighing of various and competing interests. The interests have no fixed boundaries, they are ambiguous, cannot be measured with any precision and overlap one with another. And, as a result, fair practice is said, in other jurisdictions as “the most troublesome in the whole law of copyright.”

Issues relating to fair practice may appear before courts. However, the uncertainty as to the functions, rationale, and elements to fair practice will contribute to confusion in copyright cases.

Mostly, in many jurisdictions, the fair practice standard is ill-defined in the copyright law. Fair practice, in common law countries, is mainly applied by the use of case law. Even, it is not defined under English copyright, designs and patents Act of 1988. However, the U.S copyright Act under section 107 provides, better than others, certain standards in which copyrighted materials to be used without the consent of the copyright owner. Such standards stated under U.S copyright Act and England legal system are developed by the case law.

Without having clear definition and standards, it is difficult to apply the fair practice. How much does the fair practice standard allow one to take from the original copyrighted work is the prevailing question behind the application of fair practice.

Lord Denning, in the UK system, describes the scope of fair practice for the purpose of criticism or review in Hubbard V Vosper case and he said: “you must first consider the

---

320 W.R. Cornish, note 50, p. 357.
number and extent of the quotations... Then you must consider the use made of them. If they are used as a basis of comment, criticism or review, that may be fair dealing. If they are used to convey the same information as the author, for a rival purpose, they may be unfair. Next you must consider the proportions. To take long extracts and attach short comments may be unfair. But short extracts and long comments may be fair. Other considerations may come to mind also. But it must be a matter of impression. 323

We can infer from the above quote that not only the purpose of inclusion of copyright material is relevant, but also the overall proportion to the whole must be considered. Not only qualitative test has to be taken into account, but quantitative test also be considered even if it is difficult to ascertain. 324

Here, the fair practice standard may not prohibit the copying of the entire work. For example, it is fair practice for the purpose of teaching to copy a photograph of a painting. That means if the copying is for the purpose of class room teaching like the style, content or composition of the painting, copying a photograph of painting is fair practice. 325

However, it may not be fair practice if it seriously prejudices the commercial value of the copyright work. This harm on the commercial values of the copyright work is not because of teaching, of course, but because of the widespread publication of the work. 326

From the above assertions, we can understand that the fair practice requires a certain standard to apply it. That means there have to be certain tests/conditions/ factors in order to determine whether the taking of a copyrighted material does or does not exceed the limits of fair practice or whether or not the taking of copyrighted material imbalances between the right of the author and the right of the public in the dissemination of knowledge and the promotion of science and artistic progress. 327 The governing standards

324 Ibid
325 Id, P.172
326 Ibid
327 Yoseph Mulugeta, the Doctrine of Fair Use and Its Application under the Ethiopian Copyright Law, 1997, P. 42.
used for fair practice should not be out of the objectives of the copyright law. They exist in the objectives of copyright law.  

Fair practice involves a balancing process and considers a complex of variables to determine whether other interests should override the rights of authors. The variables are used as tests to determine whether the practices are fair or not.

Setting standards, in order to determine whether the use made of a work in any particular cases is a fair practice or not, is important. Each standard is used to test the cases brought before court whether to grant or reject defense of fair practice in line with the objectives of the copyright.

Uncertainty about the scope and nature of fair practice will create confusion among the courts and users. The absence of a clear standard for fair practice result in lack of a reliable guide to writers, publishers, and other would be fair practice users on how to govern their conduct. And clear standard backed by objectives of copyright result in greater consistency and predictability of court decisions. By the standards of fair practice; a fundamental policy of the copyright law will be reflected.

The standards should balance between the right of the author to the product of his creative intellect and the right of the public in the dissemination of knowledge and the promotion and progress of science and useful arts.

Rather than listing exact limits of fair practice, copyright law should provide standards for determination of the fair practice exemption.

330 Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1110.
332 Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1135.
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The standards that are used to determine whether a practice relating to copyright are fair or not are developed in UK and U.S.A. through case law. Fair practice defense can be used in a number of diverse situations. It can be utilized arguably in any circumstances.\textsuperscript{334} Fair practice can be determined differently to each cases and situation. There is no rigid rules that can be applied to all situations. But certain standards can be used to determine whether the taking of copyrighted material does or does not exceed the limits of fair practice.\textsuperscript{335} The U.S copyright Act provided the standards under section 107. The standards are not exhaustive.\textsuperscript{336} Here under the standards which help to determine a fair practice as they are developed in common law counties, but also important for our country are summarized in brief.

i) The purpose and character of the use

This standard raises the question of justification. The important question here is that does the use fulfill the objective of copyright law? Simple justification is not sufficient. The justification has to be powerful or persuasive. And the court should weigh the strength of the secondary user’s justification against factors favoring the copyright owner. The justification will be outweighed if the taking are excessive and other factors favor the copyright owner.\textsuperscript{337}

Here it is clear that the purpose behind copying has to be education. It has been said in the above that the Proclamation No.410/2004 encourages education. In addition Article 11 of Proclamation, No.410/2004 states that copying has to be for the purpose of teaching. But the phrase “the extent justified by the purpose” stated in Sub-Article of the same Article warn every body that no one can simply copy the work in the name of education or one cannot copy the work simply because he is a teacher or a student.

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{334} David Bainbridge, note 67, p. 183. \\
\textsuperscript{335} Leon R. Yankwich, note 77. \\
\textsuperscript{336} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 357. \\
\textsuperscript{337} Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1111.
\end{flushright}
The educational use must have a clearly defined purpose. Fair practice for education allows the copying of parts of a copyrighted work as long as there is a very specific educational purpose at work and the copies are used only temporarily. A very important element is that the teacher himself must want to use the copyrighted work because the school does not have access to it.338

This standard is based on dual concepts. These are concepts of commercial versus non-commercial and public versus private uses.339 This is because of the dynamic nature of fair practice which involves interrelated factors.

This test focuses on whether the practice is for commercial or for non-profit educational purposes, transformative and productive or duplicative purposes.340 It is fair practice to take the whole work for the purposes of research or private study. The use for educational and non-commercial are encouraged.341 Non-commercial nature of the use and its private character are highly persuasive in favor of fair practice to use as a defense by the defendant before court.

Transformative use is important to support the justification. That means, the use must be productive and must be employed in a different manner or for a different purpose from the original. The researcher in educational establishments cannot copy substantially from others and provide as if his own work. This fair practice standard calls for careful evaluation whether the use is for transformative purpose to advance knowledge and the progress of the arts or whether it is merely free riding on another’s creation.342

Even if the use is commercial, this standard may not favor copyright owner if the use is transformative use that added something new, with a further purpose or different

339 Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 358.
340 Carlos M. Correa, note 66, p. 574.
341 David Bainbridge, note 67, p. 172.
342 Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1111.
character, altering the first work with new expression, meaning, or message. The transformative use falls with in the goal of copyright i.e. to promote science and arts. Even if the use is commercial, it may be found to be fair practice, so long as it appears that the public will derive some otherwise inaccessible benefit from the defendant’s use.\textsuperscript{343}

However, there is no rule that obliges a mere non-commercial purpose or mere private use automatically is fair practice.\textsuperscript{344} It is not fair practice to take a large amount of another’s work for the purpose of criticism or review. Even if the use is for non-commercial educational purpose, it may be unfair if the use is significant and competes with the original work.\textsuperscript{345}

Private nature of the use favors fair practice but it is not a legitimate component of it. Article 9(1) of the proclamation No.410/2004 considers the private use of a single copy of a work. Thus it is fair to reproduce a single copy of a work for private use. But Sub-Article 2(e) of the same Article has to be taken care of. By this Sub-Article, if a reproduction of a single copy conflict with or unreasonably harm the normal exploitation of the work or the legitimate interest of the author, the practice would be unfair. And the commercial nature of the claimed use by itself is not conclusive, but considered as one factor.\textsuperscript{346}

Usually, commercial purpose has been a basis for deciding against fair practice and at the same time educational purpose, for non-profit, has been a basis in favor of fair practice. Here, even though, educational and non-profit purposes coincide, may not result in a defense of fair practice. For example, a defense of fair practice may be rejected when a teacher copied substantial portions of a text for use by his students. In this case the nature of the work, a text whose market was only expected to be in educational area and the


\textsuperscript{344} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 358.

\textsuperscript{345} David Bainbridge, note 67, p. 172.

\textsuperscript{346} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 358.
substantiality of copying out weights the education and non-profit purpose of the defendant.\textsuperscript{347}

For instance, consider a module prepared by educational institutions or a guide books for students, their market is expected to be educational areas. So, to allow copying of a module or a guide book to a teacher or a student without limit highly affects the market of the owner.

Furthermore, in addition to non profit educational purpose, public policy reasons may out weigh the interest of copyright owner and the defense of fair practice may be used. For example, massive copying and distributing of medical journals may be fair if it is done for non profit educational purpose and as a result advancement of medical science to meet public policy is the objective.\textsuperscript{348} Even the use is commercial in nature, some times, the public benefit of the creation of new works outweighs and fair practice defense may be given.\textsuperscript{349}

Finally, it can be said that the purpose and character test notify us that the profit motive of the defendant may weighs against fair practice, but the use for educational, critical purposes or otherwise may be used as a legitimate defense in favor of fair practice.

Even though materials may be copied for educational purposes, the other standards must be met.

\textbf{ii) The amount and substantiality of the use}

This is in relation to the portion used from the copyrighted work. That means the amount used in relation to copyrighted work as a whole. In such a case the general principle is “the more the taking, the more the infringement.”\textsuperscript{350} But, first one must define what “more” means. It can simply be said that the greater the taking of the copyrighted

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{347} Ibid, P.359
\textsuperscript{348} Ibid, P. 360
\textsuperscript{349} Dan Thu Thi Phan, note 75, p. 185.
\textsuperscript{350} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 363.
\end{flushleft}
material, the weaker the claim of the fair practice would be successful.\textsuperscript{351} “More” can be defined meaningfully by considering the proportional substance or quality of the taking.\textsuperscript{352} In such a case, the amount taken, its significance to the copyrighted work and to the work in which it is incorporated have to be considered.

If the user takes a substantial amount of the copyrighted work, it can be said that it is not a fair practice. Here, as it is stated in the above, not only quantity but also the quality of the material taken has to be considered. That means, even if the taking is relatively small in quantity, it may amounts to substantial taking, if it is a valuable or core portion of the copyrighted work.\textsuperscript{353}

Both qualitative and quantitative measures are relevant to ascertain the proportionality test. The proportionality has to be measured with respect to the copyrighted work. Even though, what is taken constitute a small portion of the plaintiff’s work, may constitute a major infringement of the defendant. Unfair advantage or profit should not be taken by the defendant by stealing from the work done by the efforts of the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{354}

It is acceptable to copy entire paragraphs from a book and selected passages from a shorter work, but copying an entire work or an entire chapter probably may not be exempted.\textsuperscript{355}

Sometimes the straight forward quantitative measurement of proportional copying may not be accepted. The entire copying of the copyrighted work may be justified by other factors. A simple mathematical calculation may not establish or preclude the fair practice defense. Even if the taking is only a portion from the copyrighted work, such taking may constitute the core part of the work and its commercial success depends on it. As a result

\textsuperscript{351} Carlos M. Correa, note 66, p. 574.
\textsuperscript{352} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 363.
\textsuperscript{353} Yoseph Mulugeta, note 71, p. 44.
\textsuperscript{354} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 364.
\textsuperscript{355} Supra note 82.
such qualitative taking constitute as substantial taking (more proportion have been taken). So the defense of fair practice may be rejected by the court.\textsuperscript{356}

Even if the person copied a one percent of the copyrighted work and the copy forms part of a key and prominent part of the work of a person who copied from the original, the court may also reject the defense of fair practice.\textsuperscript{357} The qualitative proportion measurement is very significant in determining a fair practice against or in favor of the defendant.

A whole work of a protected may be taken, first, if there is a powerful justification for quotation of the entirety. Education would be a powerful justification. Second, if the original work is done for private motive and not for publication, quotation will not diminish the author’s interest to create works for the public benefit. And thirdly, if there is no effect on the market of the author and most unlikely to be marketed as a work of author.\textsuperscript{358} However copying an entire work can never be fair practice for the same function of the work.\textsuperscript{359}

Article 10 of the Ethiopian proclamation No.410/2004 allows the reproduction of a quotation from a published work. This has to be done with fair practice. It provides a qualitative test. But the former copyright law, civil code of 1960, provided a quantitative test.\textsuperscript{360} It is not appropriate to provide only a qualitative test. Taking forty lines from a poet may amount to a core part of the original work which would constitute substantial taking. So quoting from a work for the purpose of education is permissible if it is done with fair practice. This fair practice limit has to be guided by the contour substantial taking, which follows either qualitative or quantitative test as appropriate. This substantial taking is included under Article 9(2c) of the proclamation No.410/2004 in

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{356} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 365.
\textsuperscript{357} Ibid
\textsuperscript{358} Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1123.
\textsuperscript{359} Copyright Fair Use, note 65, p. 108.
\textsuperscript{360} Article 1661 of the 1960 civil code of Ethiopia states that “the author cannot forbid short quotation from his work provided they do not exceed ,in the work in which they are included, \textbf{forty lines} in the case of a poetical work or \textbf{ten thousand} letters in the case of any other work”. (emphasis mine).
\end{flushleft}
case of reproducing a single copy for private use of data base. This has to also extend to
determine the amount of quotation from other works.

Additionally, paraphrasing the original work will not make one free from a claim of
infringement and may not be a guarantee to use the defense of fair practice. The
paraphrased portion will be added with the literally copied portions to calculate the
proportionality test.

There are no absolute rules as to how much of a copyrighted work may be copied, but
there are some rules of thumb that may be considered by educational institutions in other
jurisdictions like America.

iii) Nature of the copyrighted work

This standard implies that certain types of copyrighted material are more amenable to fair
practice than others. Copyright protection is available to different categories of, such as,
 writings. A novel and also private letters are protected by copyright. Even if the two
works are protected by copyright, they may have difference in case of fair practice
application. A document for private purpose not for publication (like love letters) and
artistic creations do not weigh same and serve the purpose of copyright. The owners of a
document for private purposes are incidental beneficiaries’. But artistic creative form the
heart of copyright purpose (i.e. stimulation of creativity). So this standard favors to the
original author in cases of works created for publication than in cases of documents
written for private reasons which have nothing to do with the objectives of copyright
law. Because of this that Article 11(1) and also Article 10(1) of the proclamation
No.410/2004 prefer to use the phrase “published works”. By these Articles reproduction
of quotation or for the purpose of teaching of a published works are allowed.

361 Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 365.
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364 Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1116.
The scope of fair practice becomes broader in case of factual works than works of fantasy.\(^{365}\) And also the copyrighted works which require a diligence are more likely to be used with an extent broader than creative works. That means works which require a mere diligence of author like newspapers and compilations are more likely to incline in favor of fair practice than creative writings such as novels.\(^{366}\) The greater the creative element in the work, the less likely courts is to find fair practice.\(^{367}\)

Because the dissemination of facts or information benefits the public, you have more leeway to copy from factual works such as biographies than you do from fictional works such as plays or novels.\(^{368}\)

If the work is a commercial publication that is explicitly intended for use in education, fair practice copying is generally discouraged.\(^{369}\)

In addition, works like reference works and public speeches are more open to invite a degree of fair practice, which other works like poems and songs seems to consist impliedly a warning and they are compact in nature that it has to be used with some caution.\(^{370}\)

The creative and original nature of the work indicates how much the author has invested on it. Works that reveal creative and original characteristic less support the defense of fair practice. But if the work requires a simple labor or trivial creativity and originality, the room for the use of fair practice defense becomes broader. A work more of diligence than

\(^{365}\) Carlos M. Correa, note 66, p. 574.

\(^{366}\) Yoseph Mulugeta, note 71, p. 48.

\(^{367}\) Tyler G. Newby, note 87, p. 1641.
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\(^{370}\) Yoseph Mulugeta, note 71, p. 48.
creativity or originality gives a greater license to the defendant to use the fair practice concept.\footnote{Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 361.}

If a work is simply a compilation or a book of quotations, it is easy for the defendant to support his claim of fair practice. But, using from a work of a poem or musical composition would not be easy to support the defense of fair practice.\footnote{Ibid.}

The value of the material used is important to determine the issue of fair practice. Some protected works are valued under copyright law than others. This does not base on the literary quality of the work. Rather to consider whether the protected work is of creative type that the copyright law gives value and seeks to foster.\footnote{Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1116.}

The copyright proclamation No.410/2004 of Ethiopia made a distinction on this respect. It distinctively protects original creative and derivative works. Article 4 of the proclamation protects derivative works such as translation, adaptation, arrangement and other transformation or modification of works, collection of works such as encyclopedia or anthologies or databases whether in machine readable or other form in which such collections are original by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents. Even the duration of economic right between original creative works and derivative works are different.\footnote{Article 20(1) of the proclamation provides that “economic rights shall belong to the author during his lifetime and to the heirs or legates for fifty years from the date of death of the author”. On the other hand Sub Article (4) of this Article states that “where the work is a work of collective work, other than an audiovisual work, the economic rights shall be protected for fifty years from the date on which the work was either made or first made available to the public, or first published, which ever date is the latest”.} So the proclamation looks those original works stated under Article 2(30) and derivative works under Article 4 differently. And it provided a greater protection to the former than the later. As a result fair practice should be looked distinctively to these kinds of works. Derivative works open widely for the acceptance of fair practice defense than original creative works.
A work, whose nature is the same as that of the claimed work, may not strongly support the defense of fair practice. A work whose nature is educational will not support fair practice defense if the defendant’s work is also educational. This is because the nature of the use by the defendant has an impact on the economy of the original work.\textsuperscript{375} This can be derived from the intention behind originality requirement to get protection. According to Article 6(1a) of the proclamation No.410/2004, originality is the first requirement to get copyright protection.

If the author consented that the work be utilized by copying, the defense of fair practice relating to such work may be accepted. But, the principle is that the theory of implied consent. That means an author would not consent to uncompensated use when he expects to exploit the work for his own benefit.\textsuperscript{376}

iv) Status of the work

This test relies on whether the original work is published or unpublished. And it is unlikely to be fair practice if the taking is from the work which has not been published. Taking a material from unpublished work weighs against fair practice.\textsuperscript{377} This is a practice in UK legal system. But, the congress of U.S.A. amended section 107 of the copyright Act and declare that the work’s unpublished nature need not necessarily bar fair practice defense and included it in the above third standard.\textsuperscript{378}

The scope of fair practice is narrower with respect to unpublished works. But a fair practice of unpublished works may be accepted if it is supported with persuasive justification, education. The central concern of copyright law is for the protection of works with a view to publication, not to private, confidential communications (like love letters) in which the author do not intend to share with the public. So, the fair practice concerns mainly on the former to go with the very purpose of copyright law. In the later
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case the defense of fair practice may not be favored. Publication is important in assessing this standard.\textsuperscript{379}

Article 11 of the copy right proclamation No.410/2004 of Ethiopia require the work to be published in order to reproduce for teaching purpose with out the consent of the owner. But publication is not the requirement to get protection by the copyright proclamation. According to this Article fair practice of unpublished work for the purpose of teaching is not allowed. The writer believes that this provision is not consistent with the fixation requirement of the proclamation. It has to be amended and allow fair practice of unpublished works for the purpose of teaching. But it has to be treated differently with published works.

\textbf{v) Effect of the use on the potential market or value of the copyrighted work}

This test tries to consider more the interest of copyright owner. It powerfully opposes a finding of fair practice. The impact of the use of a copyrighted work on the economic interest of owner has to be analyzed. It has been said that the most important purpose of copyright law is to protect the interest, mainly the market interest, of the owner. And the fair practice concept balances such interest with the societies. This test stand more from the side of the owner of copyright and it tells us that fair practice is not a concept only allows the use of a copyrighted work without limit.\textsuperscript{380}

The excessive interference with an author’s incentive affects negatively the aims of copyright. There is an assumption that the author created the copyrighted matter with the hope of generating rewards.\textsuperscript{381}

This test is the most important standard that brings all the other standards to play simultaneously. The proportionality test whether it is qualitative or quantitative, has to

\textsuperscript{379} Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 112.
\textsuperscript{380} Yoseph Mulugeta, note 71, p. 48.
\textsuperscript{381} Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1125.
bee seen in line with the economic impact of the claimed fair practice. A small part of a large work may constitute the economic core and may defeat the claim of fair practice.\textsuperscript{382}

And if the nature of the use is for profit, it has an impact on the potential economic market of the author so that the defense of fair practice may be rejected. The economic impact of the use up on the plaintiff has to be proved well and has to be balanced with other guidelines or factors of fair practice.\textsuperscript{383} But the healthy competition and creation of new works outweighs the minor economic loss that the original copyright owner might suffer.\textsuperscript{384}

Here, not every types of market impairment oppose fair practice, only when the market is impaired because the quoted material serves the consumer as a substitute or supersede the use of the original.\textsuperscript{385}

The objective of the Ethiopian copyright proclamation No.410/2004 is not only protecting the interest of the public. The interest of the copyright owner has to be balanced. Because of this that the limit fair practice is provided under Article 11(1) of the proclamation. Economic interest is the important interest of the copyright owner. This interest has to be taken in to account in allowing reproduction of his work for the purpose of education with out his consent. This intention of the legislature can be derived from Article 9(2e) of the proclamation. By this sub- article a reproduction of a single copy of a work for personal purpose is limited if it conflicts with or unreasonably harm the normal exploitation of the work or the legitimate interest of the author. This will apply to all individuals including educators. So it can definitely be said that reproduction of a single copy of a work by teachers or students be unfair if it affect the economic interest or harm the normal exploitation of the owner of copyrighted work.

\textbf{Vi) De Minimis Principle}

\textsuperscript{382} Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 367.
\textsuperscript{383} Ibid
\textsuperscript{384} Dan Thu Thi Phan, note 75, p. 185.
\textsuperscript{385} Pierre N. Leval, note 72, p. 1125.
That means too small for fair practice. In some cases, the amount of material copied is so small (or "de minimis") that the court permits it without even conducting a fair practice analysis.\footnote{Supra note 112.} Trivial takings do not have place in fair practice analysis.

Applying the above, one or more standards weigh against the author’s exclusive right.\footnote{Arthur R. Miller, note 73, p. 357.} They are general standards. They lack complete and precise list of exempted acts and as a result may make difficult the application of them in a particular case. But it provides a flexible frame work to reach at decision to new cases and to adopt solutions when new technologies are emerged. Here, even if fair practice can be used as a defense for the accusation of copyright infringement by taking in to account the above standards, it has to be noted that sufficient acknowledgement in case of fair practice is necessary.\footnote{Carlos M. Correa, note 66, p. 574.}

These are the general standards that help to determine whether copying for educational purpose is fair or not. Further detailed guidelines\footnote{Ibid} (including numerical limits), by taking in to account the general standards, can be also provided particular to uses by educators and educational institutions. To do this all interested individuals and institutions have to agree on that. And the agreed guidelines have to be adopted by educational institutions as their own copyright policy. But they would be very detail to provide in the copyright law. The focus of this paper is on the general standards. Without having the general standards, talking about the details would be non sense in the eyes of law.

Since the current copyright law of America was adopted, various organizations and scholars have established guidelines for educational uses. These guidelines are not part of the Copyright Act. However, the guidelines establish the standards for uses and copying in education.\footnote{Ibid}
Courts must consider these standards, at a minimum, once if it is provided in the copyright law. Even with in these standards, courts have a great deal of discretions in determining whether a practice is fair or not.\(^{390}\)

By now, education is expanding in the country, Ethiopia. Many schools and higher institutions are opened and also will be opened in the future. So, providing fair practice standards and the guidelines, by taking into account the countries policies is necessary. This intention has to be indicated to judges to attain public welfare purpose of copyright law.

### 5.5. Comparison with international copyright conventions

Even if Ethiopia is not a party to almost all international copyright convention, by now she is on the process of accession to the WTO and her application was accepted in February 2003. If Ethiopia becomes definitely a member of WTO, she automatically becomes obliged by the TRIPS Agreement since the TRIPS Agreement form part of the GATT/WTO document.\(^{391}\)

So, under WTO, we have TRIPS Agreement which is not substantially different as such from the Berne convention. Even, Article 9 of the TRIPS Agreement recognizes the 1971 Berne convention to be part of the agreement.

Concerning the topic, Article 13 of TRIPS agreement provides limitations and exceptions to the exclusive right of the author and it reads as follows:

“Members shall confine limitations or exceptions to exclusive rights to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder”.

\(^{390}\) Tyler G. Newby, note 87, p. 1637.

\(^{391}\) Art.3 (2) of the proclamation also provides that the proclamation shall apply to works that are eligible for protection under international conventions in which Ethiopia is a party.
By this provision the TRIPS Agreement provided the three-step-tests in which state members should confine the exception by their national legislation. The member states copyright law becomes WTO consistent if they confine the exceptions to meet the three-step-tests stated under Art. 13 of the TRIPS agreement.

It is also expected from Ethiopia to see her copyright and neighboring rights proclamation No. 410/2004, the exception provisions from the perspective of Article 13 of the TRIPS, specifically, to the three-step-test requirements.

Now let check the exception provisions of Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights proclamation No. 410/2004 from the three-test requirements stated under Article 13 of TRIPS. Concerning the first test, the proclamation provided exceptions to certain special cases like for private study, teaching, library and archival use, and for broadcasting and informatory purposes. So, the exceptions are not for all cases, they are limited to special cases which are common to all other countries, even.

Education is a special case even known in many jurisdiction and international conventions. The fair practice included both in Article 10 and 11 of proclamation No.410/2004 of Ethiopia seems copied from the Berne convention of Article 10(1) and Sub Article (2) respectively. But Article 11 gives more protection than the Berne convention by preferring to use the word “reproduction” and the phrase “published work”.

The Berne convention on Article 10(2) uses the word “utilization” than “reproduction” which is much broader than the latter. By the Article 11 of proclamation No.410/2004 of Ethiopia only reproduction right of the owner is limited. Other rights of the owner such as translation and adaptation rights are not limited. Even though Article 9(2) of the Berne convention allows for member countries to provide exceptions only on the reproduction right of the owner, the similar provision of TRIPS, Article 13, corrected that and make the Article to include all rights of the owner.

Concerning the issue of “published work”, the Berne convention on Article 10(2) does not require member countries to provide fair practice only for published works for the purpose of teaching. So, why should Ethiopia give more protection than the minimum standards of international copyright conventions, especially in case of education?

Concerning the second test, i.e. the exceptions should not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work requirement; the proclamation included this test only for the cases of one exception: reproduction for personal purpose. Art. 9(2e) of the proclamation states that reproduction for personal purposes should not conflict with or unreasonably harm the normal exploitation of the work. However, this test is not provided under the proclamation for other exceptions. Art.11 (teaching exception) of the proclamation does not mention this test. But the standards of fair practice have to include or take in to account this test.

The same is true concerning the third test, i.e. the exceptions should not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder. The proclamation, under Article 9(2e), uses this test only for the reproduction of a work for personal purposes like the second test. Therefore, the proclamation does not use the tests consistently throughout its exceptional provisions. Even if the use is for educational purpose, it has to be reasonable. It should not make persons related with education to free ride.

To be consistent with TRIPS agreement; the exceptional provisions of the proclamation have to be revised in line with the three-step-tests provided in the TRIPS agreement. The fair practice interpretation has to take in to account also such three tests. The standards that are to be introduced in the future into the Ethiopian copyright law have to consider also such three-step-test required by the TRIPS. The standards have to take in to account these three tests provided by the TRIPS. This is because the three test requirements are provided by the TRIPS in order to balance between the rights of copyright owner and the interest of the public in access to copyrighted works. And the function of the fair practice is the same: to balance between the interest of the copyright owner and the public at large. The TRIPS Panel ruling on the three step test requirements is also important for further understanding.
Chapter Six: Conclusion and Recommendation

The purpose of copyright law is not to ensure the owner of copyright a maximum economic benefit, rather to balance the right of the copyright owner to obtain a fair return and society’s interest in access to and use of information. As a result, the copyright law does not only provide exclusive right to the copyright owner, but also exceptions to the exclusive right and allow the use of copyrighted work by third parties in certain circumstances. One of the important exception is education. An exception to the exclusive right of the owner can be given for the purpose of education. Article 11 of the Ethiopian copyright proclamation No.410/2004 allows the reproduction of a work by persons other than the owner for the purpose of teaching.

Such exception by itself does have its own limit. The exception, education, is generally guided by a limit known as fair practice. Fair practice is an equitable rule of reason that helps to balance the interests between the copyright owner and the public.

Even if the fair practice is provided in the proclamation, its meaning and standards to apply it are not known. Without these it is difficult to implement.

As a result many individuals do not know about fair practice. Even, they do not know as it is stated in the copyright proclamation. So, if they do not know, they do not observe and respect. And many teachers and students understand that they can copy the work of another without limit if it is for the purpose of education. Here the writer wants to notify to every body that even if the educational exception is provided by the proclamation, article 11 of it also provides a limit –fair practice. The owner of the work can raise such limit and accuse the user of his work. Then determining whether there is infringement or a fair practice is left to be determined by the courts. The problem is here. There is no
standard for judges to interpret and apply fair practice. Even the individuals have to be certain about the outcome of the cases before court.

Therefore, the following recommendations have to be taken into account to avert the problems:

1) The appropriate standards which help to interpret and apply the fair practice have to be provided by a regulation. Standards by taking into account the spirit of the proclamation No.410/2004 and the policy of the country have to be given specifically for the case of education. In doing so the experience of other countries, especially US, that I considered in the paper are important.

2) While providing standards to fair practice, the three step test requirements of the international copyright conventions, specifically TRIPS, have to be considered.

3) Higher education institutions, in line with the standards provided by the regulation, have to provide detail guidelines in using copyrighted materials to their teachers and students.

4) The standards that would be determined by the regulation should not be exhaustive. They have to be illustrative and should give discretion for judges to include similar standards to handle new cases.

5) The fair practice concept and its standards for the cases of education have to be interpreted broadly, which inclines to the interest of the public in education. This will resolve the negative impact of strict copyright rules on the expansion and quality of higher education, since our country is a developing country. However, this has to be done to the extent of the three-step-test limit of international conventions permits.

6) Article 11 of the proclamation No.410/2004 provides that a fair practice for the purpose of teaching is allowed for “published” works. This limit the use of works unpublished but protected by copyright for the purpose of education. And there is no such requirement under international copyright conventions. So this has to be amended and fair practice of unpublished works has to be also allowed for the case of education. The same is true with regard to the word “reproduction” and it has to be replaced with a broad word –“exploitation” as it is provided in the Berne Convention, Article 10(2).
7) Article 11 of the proclamation has to also provide on how to use fairly new technologies like internet sources for the purpose of education.

8) The Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office (EIPO) has to do something to increase the awareness of individuals in higher education institutions in relation to copyright in general, fair practice concept and its standards.
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Annexes

Annex one
Questionnaire
Filled by students and teachers

This questionnaire is prepared to undertake a research thesis at post graduate level. The focus of the research is on “fair practice under copyright law of Ethiopia: the case of education” as it is stated under copyright proclamation No.410/2004. The purpose of this questionnaire is to assess the implementation of “fair practice” in higher educational institutions of Ethiopia situated in Addis Ababa.

Thank you in advance for filling this questionnaire.

N:B : use a mark (×) in the box provided or circle the answer as appropriate to each question.

1. Do you get materials (books and others) for education purpose easily and in abundant?
   Yes □ No □ I don’t want to specify □

2. How do you get the materials?
   a) By purchasing     b) By photocopying     c) By borrowing

   If other please specify……………………………………………………………………

3. How do you practice or photocopy a copyrighted material?
   a) With limits, some parts
   b) Without limit since it is for education
   c) I don’t have experience to

   If other please specify……………………………………………………………………

4. How much, the amount, you photocopy?
   a) One paragraph     b) One chapter     c) All     d) As necessary

   If other please specify……………………………………………………………………
5. If your answer for number 5 is as necessary, why?
   
a) To respect copyright law    b) Since it depend the money I have
   c) Since it depends as required by education

   If other please specify..............................................................

6. Do you differentiate between copyrighted works?
   
a) No, all the same
   b) Yes, between creative and non-creative works

   If other please specify..............................................................

7. Is there a policy in your institution to use or photocopy a copyrighted material?
   
   Yes □  No □  I don’t know □

   If other please specify..............................................................

8. Do you know the legal limitations in using copyrighted materials?
   
   Yes □  No □

   If other please specify..............................................................

9. Do you know the limitations imposed on the copyright owner and the rights and obligations provided to users of a copyrighted material by copyright proclamation of Ethiopia?
   
   Yes □  No □  Somehow □

   If other please specify..............................................................

10. Do you know about fair practice limit?
    
   Yes □  No □  Somehow □

   If other please specify..............................................................

11. If your answer for number 10 is yes, does the fair practice stated in the copyright proclamation clear enough?
    
   Yes □  No □  I don’t want to specify □
12. If your answer to number 11 is no, what would be the solution?
   a) To define fair practice   b) To provide standards
   c) To provide further guidelines by higher educational institutions
   If other please specify……………………………………………………

13. Does broadening or narrowing the exceptions have an impact on expansion and development of education?
   Yes □  No □  I don’t know □
   If other please specify……………………………………………………

14. Should the exception be broaden or narrow for the purpose of education?
   a) Should be narrow   b) Should be broad   c) I don’t know
   If other please specify……………………………………………………

Further suggestion ,if any,---------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Annex two
Interview questions to high court judge

1. How do you see that the concept fair practice as it is stated under proclamation No.410/2004 to protect copyright and neighboring rights?

2. Do you believe that fair practice is stated clearly under the proclamation?

3. Did cases related to fair practice, particularly education, appear before court?

4. If they appear before court, how parties argue?

5. Wouldn’t it be difficult to stick only to the provision stated in the proclamation?

6. Is it necessary to have, in the law, further standards for the understanding and application of fair practice?

7. Is there a difference in the understanding between copyright owner and users of it? Does this revealed in the trial before court?

8. Should the fair practice stated under the proclamation be interpreted broadly or narrowly?
Annex three
Interview questions to copyright advisor at EIPO

1. How do you see that the concept fair practice as it is stated under proclamation No.410/2004 to protect copyright and neighboring rights?

2. Did cases related to fair practice particular to education come before the office?

3. Are they implemented as it is stated in the proclamation?

4. Do you believe that fair practice is stated clearly under the proclamation?

5. Wouldn’t it be difficult to stick only to the provision stated in the proclamation?

6. Is it necessary to have, in the law, further standards for the understanding and application of fair practice?

7. Should the fair practice stated under the proclamation be interpreted broadly or narrowly, particularly for education?

8. What things that the EIPO is doing to promote fair practice and increase the awareness of the people?
Annex four

Interview questions to owners of copyrighted works

1. Do you know the exceptions to the exclusive rights of copyright owner stated under proclamation No.410/2004 of Ethiopia?

2. Do you know also the limits to the exceptions?

3. How do you see the fair practice particular to education as it is stated under Article 11 of proclamation No.410/2004?

4. Is your right violated by students and teachers of higher educational institutions and also by the institution itself?

5. What do you do when your rights are violated?

6. Do you believe that fair practice is stated clearly under the proclamation?

7. Is it necessary to have, in the law, further standards for the understanding and application of fair practice?

8. Should the fair practice stated under the proclamation be interpreted broadly or narrowly, particularly for education?
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